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Abstract
Energy demand forecasting, and specifically electricity demand forecasting, is a fun-
damental feature in both industry and research. Forecasting techniques assist all
electricity market participants in accurate planning, selling and purchasing decisions
and strategies. Generation and distribution of electricity require appropriate, precise
and accurate forecasting methods. Also accurate forecasting models assist producers,
researchers and economists to make proper and beneficial future decisions. There are
several research papers, which investigate this fundamental aspect and attempt var-
ious statistical techniques. Although weather and economic effects have significant
influences on electricity demand, in this study they are purposely eliminated from
investigation. This research considers calendar-related effects such as months of the
year, weekdays and holidays (that is, public holidays, the day before a public holiday,
the day after a public holiday, school holidays, university holidays, Easter holidays
and major religious holidays) and includes university exams, general election days,
day after elections, and municipal elections in the analysis. Regression analysis, cate-
gorical regression and auto-regression are used to illustrate the relationships between
response variable and explanatory variables.
The main objective of the investigation was to build forecasting models based on this
calendar data only and to observe how accurate the models can be without taking into
account weather effects and economic effects, hence weather neutral models. Weather
and economic factors have to be forecasted, and these forecasts are not so accurate
and calendar events are known for sure (error-free). Collecting data for weather
and economic factors is costly and time consuming, while obtaining calendar data is
relatively easy.
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Description of variables
Throughout this dissertation variables are defined as follows:
1. xi for i = 1, ..., 12 are dummy variables for months. For example x01 = 1 if the
month is January, 0 otherwise, etc.
2. yi for i = 1, ...7 are dummy variables for weekdays. For example y01 = 1 if the
day is Monday, 0 otherwise, etc.
3. ph is a dummy variable for holidays, where ph = 1 for a public holiday, 0
otherwise.
4. db is a dummy variable for a day before a public holiday, where db = 1 for a
day before a public holiday, 0 otherwise.
5. da is a dummy variable for a day after a public holiday, where da = 1 for a day
after a public holiday, 0 otherwise.
6. sh is a dummy variable for a school holiday, where sh = 1 for a school holiday,
0 otherwise.
7. uvh is a dummy variable for university holiday, where uvh = 1 for university
holiday, 0 otherwise.
8. uve is a dummy variable for university exams, where uve = 1 for university
exams, 0 otherwise.
9. rlh is a dummy variable for a major religious holiday, where rlh = 1 for a major
religious holiday, 0 otherwise.
10. es is a dummy variable for Easter holiday, where es = 1 for Easter holiday, 0
otherwise.
x
11. el is a dummy variable for election day, where el = 1 for election day, 0 otherwise.
12. dae is a dummy variable for a day after elections, where dae = 1 for a day after
elections, 0 otherwise.
13. pd1 = The demand in the day previous to the day for which forecast is made.
14. isunpub is the interaction variable between Sunday and a public holiday, where
isunpub = 1 if a given day is Sunday and public holiday, 0 otherwise.
15. ituespub is the interaction variable between Tuesday and a public holiday, where
ituespub = 1 if a given day is Tuesday and public holiday, 0 otherwise.
16. isundb is the interaction variable between Sunday and the day before a public
holiday, where isundb = 1 if a given day is Sunday and day before a public
holiday, 0 otherwise.
17. isunda is the interaction variable between Sunday and the day after a public
holiday, where isunda = 1 if a given day is Sunday and day after a public
holiday, 0 otherwise.
18. ithurspub is the interaction variable between Thursday and a public holiday,
where ithurspub = 1 if a given day is Thursday and public holiday, 0 otherwise.
19. imonsh is the interaction variable between Monday and a school holiday, where
imonsh = 1 if a given day is Monday and school holiday, 0 otherwise.
20. imonda is the interaction variable between Monday and the day after a public
holiday, where imonda = 1 if a given day is Monday and day after a public
holiday, 0 otherwise.
21. imonpub is the interaction variable between Monday and a public holiday, where
imonpub = 1 if a given day is Monday and public holidays, 0 otherwise.
xi
22. tm is time measured in days, where t = 1, 2, ......., 4956 and t = 1 indicate
01/01/1996 and t = 4956 indicate 26/07/2009.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The South African population is growing from one year to another. In the early
1990s the South African population was estimated at around 36.7 million people,
with a population growth rate of 2.3%, and currently it is estimated at around 50.8
million people (2011 estimate) [13]. In South Africa electricity demand is increasing
steadily and because of population growth, industrial development, economic growth,
infrastructure development and scarcity of some resources (for example, fresh water)
growth of demand is higher than growth of supply; hence, there is a risk of insufficient
supply. South Africa uses a variety of primary energy sources; namely coal, nuclear,
natural gas, oil and renewable (wind, solar etc). South Africa depends mostly on
coal to produce electricity (about 77% of South Africa’s primary energy needs are
provided by coal) and this is unlikely to change significantly in the next two decades
[10]. The key role played by South Africa’s coal reserves in the economy is illustrated
by the fact that Eskom ranks first in the world as a steam coal user and seventh as
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an electricity generator [10]. Almost 90% of South Africa’s electricity is generated in
coal-fired power stations [11].
1.1.1 The national electricity industry’s role
Eskom is a competitive and successful electricity industry. “Eskom generates approx-
imately 95% of the electricity used in South Africa and approximately 45% of the
electricity used in Africa” [9]. “It generates, transmits and distributes electricity to
industrial, mining, commercial, agricultural and residential customers and redistrib-
utors” [9]. “Additional power stations and major power lines are being built to meet
rising electricity demand in South Africa as Eskom continues to focus on improving
and strengthening its core business of electricity generation, transmission, distribution
and trading” [9].
1.2 The importance of forecasting
1.2.1 Why accurate forecasts are important?
Forecasting techniques and forecasting skills are vital in any business. Forecasting is
the most fundamental technique to predict electricity demand. Researchers, public
and private enterprises and industries, employ forecasting methods to foresee the
future based upon the knowledge of the past. In any business, forecasting is needed
to determine when an event will occur or a need arise, so that appropriate actions
can be taken [16]. Success of investments and budgets of the companies depend on
how good the forecasts are. Business decisions, planning, management, purchasing
and operations all depend on accurate forecasts. Banks employ forecasting techniques
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to predict cash inflows and cash outflows and financial planners build their budgets
based on accurate forecasts. Governments employ forecasting for such things as the
unemployment and inflation rates in order to formulate their policies [3]. Tertiary
institutions use forecasting techniques to forecast student enrollment in order to make
appropriate decisions concerning faculty resources and housing availability [3]. In the
electricity industry, forecasting is an important aid in effective and efficient planning
[16]. The electricity industry uses forecasting for various operational purposes; namely
generation, transmission and distribution. It ensures that reliable forecasts of load
demand are available so that generation strategies can be prepared [3]. Accurate
forecasts assist electricity producers for prior planning and purchasing strategy. The
different time horizons of forecasts are significant for efficient operations within a
utility company [6]. “Demand prediction is an important aspect in the development
of any model for electricity planning” [24].
Accuracy of forecasts fully depends on correctness and quality of the available data.
Incorrectly recorded data or faulty captured data can lead to inaccuracy of forecasts
and affect future decisions of the company. In order to obtain accurate and precise
forecasts, appropriate forecasting methods must be used.
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1.2.2 Purpose of the research
Figure 1.1: Factors affecting electricity demand
As we will see from the literature overview (see section 2.1), many researchers sug-
gested various very complex models (e.g. ARIMA, Artificial Neural Networks, Ex-
ponential Smoothing, Dynamic Regression, etc.) which utilised substantial numbers
of variables of all possible natures (e.g. economic indicators, weather parameters,
demographic and financial variables) for forecasting electricity demand. The main
question that we shall attempt to answer here is to verify if all this effort is justified
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and may be the demand can be forecasted with reasonable accuracy, utilising much
simpler models involving only few easy-to-get variables.
The other questions of interest are:
• The variables used by other authors (weather related, economic, financial, de-
mographic etc.) have to be forecasted themselves before we can use them in
forecasting electricity demand. If we limit our models to only those variables
that may be easily obtained from calendar and other similar sources with abso-
lute certainty, will we really sacrifice much in accuracy of the forecast?
• The forecasting of the energy demand seems to be a costly exercise requiring
also time. So we want to suggest models which will not require much expense
to collect the data.
• What is the simplest model that can be used for reasonable accuracy of elec-
tricity demand forecasting?
• How accurate can simple models be?
• If we could obtain quality and accurate forecasts using only simple models, why
are complex, expensive and time consuming models with so many variables
employed?
Although weather and economic factors have major influences on electricity demand,
in this study they are not included.
The main objective of the investigation was to build forecasting models based on this
calendar data only and to observe how accurate the models can be without taking
into account weather effects and economic effects, hence weather neutral models.
Weather and economic factors have to be forecasted, and these forecasts are not so
accurate and calendar events are known for sure (error-free). Collecting data for
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weather and economic factors is costly and time consuming, while obtaining calendar
data is relatively easy. In this research we only used a simple statistical method;
namely regression analysis (linear regression, nonlinear regression, auto-regression
and categorical regression).
1.3 Structure of the research
This study is structured as follows: Chapter 1 is an introduction and general back-
ground of this dissertation. Chapter 2 is the review of previous publications and we
discuss the research methods employed in this study and data availability. In chap-
ter three, we discuss analysis and main results (that is, output and performance of
the models). The last chapter covers the discussion and conclusions of this research
project and recommendations of further research.
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Chapter 2
Basics of the study
2.1 Literature Overview
A research paper [8] clearly indicated that temperature transition is the main driving
factor of electricity demand and this revealed that there is a strong relationship
between temperature and electricity consumption. In research paper [8], a multiple
regression model was proposed to develop the monthly forecasts based on weather
variables, gross domestic product and population growth. In research paper [19],
they also pointed out that temperature transitions have a huge impact on electricity
demand. In [19], the main purpose of the investigation was to perceive how climate
change will affect Thailand’s electricity demand. In their findings they demonstrated
different daily demand profiles with different peak demands and a regression model
was proposed.
Many research papers have investigated this area of research using different ap-
proaches and different statistical methods. Recently, a research paper [15] investi-
gated the impact of day of the week, holidays and other seasonal effects on daily
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electricity demand in South Africa. In research paper [15], they exploited several
statistical methods; namely regression, seasonal autoregressive integrated moving av-
erage (SARIMA) and regression model with SARIMA (RegSARIMA) and they dis-
covered that, the SARIMA model produces more accurate forecasts, compared to
RegSARIMA. The dissimilarity between this study and [15] research paper is that,
in this research weather effects such as temperature were not considered.
Time series methods have been exploited in many previous publications. The re-
search paper [24] proposed several univariate methods; namely Double Seasonal Auto-
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) Modelling, Exponential Smoothing for Double
Seasonality, Artificial Neural Network, Regression Method with Principal Component
Analysis and Two Simplistic Benchmark Methods for short-term electricity demand
forecasting for lead times up to a day-ahead. In their [24] findings they discovered
that the exponential smoothing method performed very well compared to other meth-
ods. Another research paper [21] investigated short-term load forecasting for holidays
and temperature effects on electricity demand by using Holt-Winters Double seasonal
exponential smoothing. In their [21] research, the main idea was to verify the effect
of holidays and temperature on load demand separately.
Recently there have been several research papers exploring neural networks as a tool to
predict short-term electricity demand. Artificial neural networks account for the non-
linear relationship among variables. A research paper [5] compared the prediction of
nonlinear models (artificial neural networks) with linear models (ARMA). This paper
[5] found that the forecasting abilities of a linear model and a nonlinear model were
not very different. A research paper [2] indicated that, in the electricity industry,
working and non-working days have different impacts on electricity demand. In their
[2] research they considered different factors that influence electricity demand; namely
Weather (temperature and humidity), Seasonal Changes (summer or winter peaks),
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Public Holidays, Economic Growth and Special Events such as strikes, industrial
accidents, cultural events and government interventions. In research paper [2], they
discovered that load demand (that is, consumption and demand of electricity) during
the week is different from load demand during the weekend. Short-term electricity
demand forecasting is essential for instant operations in the electricity industry.
There are many factors that influence electricity consumption and temperature is a
major factor among all the variables which affect electricity demand [2]. A research
paper [18] investigated temperature and seasonal effects on electricity demand. Short-
term electricity demand forecasting, especially hourly demand play an important role
to assist electricity producers for immediately responses and rapid operation in order
to sustain the balance between electricity supply and demand. A very short-term
electricity demand forecasting approach is useful for electricity producers for planning
and efficient operations [20]. In their [20] research a two-step procedure (deterministic
and stochastic) was proposed for each hour of the day. In research paper [20], the
main idea was to remove trends, annual cycles, and special day effects on electricity
demand. According to [25] research paper “very short lead times are important for
real-time scheduling of electricity generation”.
2.2 Similar Publications
In a research paper [21], holidays and temperature effects on electricity demand were
investigated. They used the Holt-Winters approach to predict daily and weekly cycles
of electricity demand. The difference between their work and this research is that,
in this research, temperature effects are excluded and some of the holidays are not
considered.
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A research paper [2] investigated the effects of working and non-working days on load
demand in Victoria. In research paper [2], climatic conditions were considered as
well as special events such as strikes, industrial accidents, big sporting and cultural
events, system outages and government interventions. Calendar effects are one of the
driving variables of electricity demand. Temperature and calendar effects are driver
variables for both short and long-run electricity demand. There are three categories
of electricity demand drivers; namely short-run, limitations to long-run and long-run
demand drivers [14].
Industries and electricity markets operate on short-run drivers. Weather factors are
the strongest drivers of electricity demand. On extremely hot and cold days in summer
and winter, the daily peak demand can be twice the average daily summer and winter
peak demands [14, 23]. Time of the day is also a crucial driver of electricity demand. A
very short interval of time, such as minute by minute and hourly demand of electricity,
is essential for efficient operation in electricity markets [25]. In South Africa the peak
demand is early in the morning and late after working hours. The electricity demand
also varies from day to day and on some days of the week the load demand is high.
Holidays have a huge impact on electricity demand.
What is unique about this study is that we only investigated how calendar-related
drivers such as months of the year, weekdays and holidays (that is, public holidays, the
day before a public holiday, the day after a public holiday, school holidays, university
holidays, university exams and major religious holidays) impact on electricitydemand.
Election days are also taken into consideration in this study. Weather factors and
other short-run drivers of electricity demand are excluded. Bank holidays and strike
effects are also not included in the analysis of this research. In a research paper [17],
we discovered that calendar effects are a major influence on the daily demand for
electricity in South Africa.
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2.3 Data collection
We utilised hourly demand time series data from Eskom from the period of 01 Jan
1996 - 26 July 2009. Time series data are data collected from the same element
at different points in time. In this study we used an in-sample data set (that is,
comparing the models in the same data set) to build the models. We used calendars
to generate and build a calendar database.
2.3.1 Calendar database
In this calendar database we kept records of when these calendar events occurred, and
on which day. It was a difficult task to create and build this calendar database. We
used different sources to collect information, for university holidays and university
exams. We used old university prospectuses from 1996 to 2009 from the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) library archives. For public holidays,
school holidays and major religious holidays, we used a time and date calendar web
site [12]. We prepared an Excel spreadsheet to combine these calendar events and
daily electricity demands. Again, cleaning of the data was also difficult as we had to
ensure that there were no missing values or incorrect recorded values.
2.4 Methodology
In this research we used months of the year, days of the week and other calendar-
related effects to build regression models. Regression analysis (linear regression, non-
linear regression, auto-regression and categorical regression) is one of the most power-
ful statistical methods used in this research. Traditionally, regression includes simple
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linear regression and multiple linear regression [27]. Regression analysis is concerned
with modeling the relationships among variables [1]. It qualifies how a response vari-
able is related to a set of explanatory variables [1]. Nonlinear multiple regression and
linear multiple regression relate a response (dependent) Y to a vector of predictor
(explanatory) variable x = (x1, ......, xk)
T [22].
2.4.1 Dummy variables
Dummy variables or categorical variables are independent (explanatory) variables
that only take the values of 0 or 1 [7]. In a categorical regression model, a dummy
variable with a value of 0, will cause its coefficient to disappear from the model [7].
In this study we incorporated categorical variables to indicate presence and absence
of events. For example, x01 = 1 if the month is January or 0 otherwise and ph =
1 if given day is a public holiday or 0 otherwise (see page x for full list of dummy
variables).
We also used a range of different performance criteria (that is, Mean Absolute Percent-
age Error (MAPE), Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (K-S), Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean
Absolute Deviation (MAD), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Forecast Bias-
ness) to verify the performance of the models; in addition, Adjusted RSquared and
RSquared are also used to demonstrate how good the fit is. In this study we also
used forecast biasness to verify the discrepancy between actual demand and fore-
casts. Furthermore, we used the residual analysis technique to identify outliers and
ensure adequacy of the models. Residuals must be uncorrelated and have a zero
mean to verify unbiasedness of the forecasts. The software used to construct sta-
tistical analysis was MathematicaR© (version 8.0.1). We used MathematicaR© for all
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the computational analyses of this study, building up the models and for all required
calculations. MathematicaR© algorithms are attached as an appendix at the end of
this dissertations.
2.5 Criteria of forecast quality (see page ix for list
of abbreviations)
We used the following criteria to demonstrate how good or bad the model was. We
used several because of the diverse judgement of the models and some of the accu-
racy measures are average prediction errors (that is, MAPE, MAD and MSE) and
maximum prediction errors (i.e., K-S). Average prediction errors target the average
of the residuals and maximum prediction error only targets the worst deviations or
outliers.
2.5.1 Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)
Traditionally MAPE is the most commonly used measure of accuracy. In this case
MAPEmeasures the average of the absolute percentage errors for all forecasts. MAPE
is one of the best statistical parameters used to evaluate how good the model is.
One of the most essential benefits of MAPE is easy calculation and interpretation.
Symbolically MAPE is defined as follows:
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)=
n∑
t=1
|
At−Ft
At
|
n
In the above formula At stands for actual value and Ft stands for forecast value.
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2.5.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (K-S)
K-S measures the maximum absolute deviations for all forecasts and verifies a maxi-
mum distinction between actual value and forecast value. In this study we used K-S
statistic to indicate and identify the worst scenarios. In this study K-S shows when
the maximum unusual electricity demands occurred and we used it to evaluate the
adequacy of the model and determine how good the fit was. Symbolically K-S is
defined as follows:
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)= Max
n∑
t=1
|At − Ft|
where At is the actual value and Ft is the forecast value.
2.5.3 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian In-
formation Criterion (BIC)
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
are both used to compare the models and identify which model is performing better.
The model with the best fit is identified by the minimum value of BIC and AIC.
2.5.4 Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Devi-
ation (MAD)
Traditionally, both MSE and MAD can be used to measure the magnitude of forecast
errors [3]. In this study MSE measures the average of the squared errors for all
forecasts and MAD Measures the average of the absolute deviations for all forecasts
[3]. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) measures the square root of MSE.
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Mean Squared Error (MSE)=
n∑
t=1
(At−Ft)2
n
Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)=
n∑
t=1
|At−Ft|
n
where At is the actual value and Ft is the forecast value.
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Chapter 3
Analysis and main results
3.1 Forecasting models
A forecasting model is a mathematical model that envisions the future based upon
the knowledge of the past. In this study, forecasting models predict consumer elec-
tricity demand for the future. The following forecasting models are calendar events
forecasting models, such as months of the year, days of the week and holidays. We
used them to predict short-term (one day to two days ahead) electricity demand.
The coefficient of those forecasting models determines the effect of each factor on
electricity demand.
3.2 The break down structure of the models used
In this research we ended up with a number of regression models. In this section, we
explain the structure of the models and how we divided variables according to the
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models. Firstly, we used months of the year to ensure or verify the seasonal behaviour
of electricity demand. We also found that days of the week play an imperative
role in verifying hourly, daily and weekly cycles of load demand (i.e., demand and
consumption of electricity). The models are divided according to the variables. The
first model verifies the impact of months of the year on electricity demand. Winter
and summer have different peak demands for electricity and each month contains
different number of holidays. Some of the days in summer are much hotter than the
others and the electricity usage increases. Also in winter, when it is extremely cold,
there is high usage of electricity. We will explain further in the next section, which
months of the year have a strong effect on load demand. The second model accounts
for the weekdays. Electricity demand differs, as on the weekend, the consumption
is lowest and on working days it is higher. In the third model we combined the
first and second models, public holidays and time. For the fourth model we added
another dummy variable for day before a public holiday from the third model. In the
fifth model we launched another dummy variable called day after a public holiday
from the fourth model. In the sixth model we launched another dummy variable
called school holidays from the fifth model and in the seventh we introduced another
dummy variable called university holidays from the sixth model. In the eighth model
we added another dummy variable called university exams. Lastly, the ninth model
is a merging of all the previous models and another variable called major religious
holidays. The last model is where we combined all the dummy variables. The main
purpose of separating the models was to distinguish how each parameter affected load
demand. Recently there were two other dummy variables (that is, Easter holidays
and election days) reflected in our models. We then decided to include them in all
the models.
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3.2.1 Formulae of the models
In the formulae below all variables were defined in the section allocated to variables:
Model 1:
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08 × x08 + a09 × x09 + a10 × x10 + a11 × x11 + a12 × x12
This model is the combination of the months only.
Model 2:
a + a01 × y01 + a02 × y02 + a03 × y03 + a04 × y04 + a05 × y05 + a06 × y06 + a07 × y07
This model is the combination of the weekdays only.
Model 3:
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 + w04 × y04 + w05 × y05 + w06 × y06 + w07 × y07 + ph× z01 + tm× t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays and time.
Model 4:
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 + w04 × y04 + w05 × y05 + w06 × y06 + w07 × y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + tm× t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day before
a public holiday and time.
Model 5:
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11× x11+ a12× x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03× y03+
w04× y04+w05× y05+w06× y06+w07× y07+ ph× z01+ db× z02+ da× z03+ tm× t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day before
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a public holiday, day after a public holiday and time.
Model 6:
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×
y04+w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+sh×z04+tm×t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day before
a public holiday, day after a public holiday, school holidays and time.
Model 7:
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×x08+
a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×y04+
w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+sh×z04+uvh×z05+tm×t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day before
a public holiday, day after a public holiday, school holidays, university holidays and
time.
Model 8:
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + uve× z06 + tm× t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day be-
fore a public holiday, day after a public holiday, school holidays, university holidays,
university exams and time.
Model 9:
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
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y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + uve× z06 + rlh× z07 + tm× t01
This model is the combination of the months, weekdays, public holidays, day be-
fore a public holiday, day after a public holiday, school holidays, university holidays,
university exams, religious holidays and time.
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3.3 Performance of the first 9 models
In this section we explain how each model performed and how well the data fitted.
Table 3.1 shows the performance of these models. In Table 3.1, model 1 is a months
only model, the foremost purpose of which was to ensure the influence of the months
on electricity demand. We obtained satisfactory results, with a MAD of 62376.8 ,
MAPE of 11%, K-S of 187219. Also, other accuracy measures demonstrated that
model 1 was a good fit. In model 2 (weekdays only model), the main purpose was
to verify the influence of different weekdays on electricity demand and we obtained
slightly improved results compared to model 1. When we combined mode 1, model
2 and ph dummy variable to develop model 3, we obtained big improvements from
MAD = 62376.8 to MAD = 16992, MAPE = 11% to MAPE = 3% and K-S = 226016
to K-S = 155732. The other accuracy measures also improved. According to AIC
and BIC, model 8 is the best performing model and we observed that as we appended
new dummy variables to the models, we obtained significant improvements. While
each next model shows improvement for the previous, the improvements are minor
starting from model 3. This model, therefore may be recommended as a bench mark
model, which has only four explanatory variables (month, weekday, public holiday
and time). These results are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Models performance
Models MAD MSE K-S MAPE AIC BIC FBIAS RMSE
1 62376.8 5.26× 109 187219 0.1114 125048 125139 -9.2079 72525.9
2 62297.4 5.1627× 109 226016 0.1112 124949 125007 -27.3544 71851.9
3 16992.2 5.00186× 108 155732 0.0299 113425 113575 −1.24× 10−10 22364.8
4 16945.6 4.98231× 108 155674 0.0299 113425 113564 −3.20× 10−10 22321.1
5 16683.4 4.74268× 108 131192 0.0293 113166 113328 −1.29× 10−9 21777.7
6 16620.4 4.70538× 108 129925 0.0292 113128 113298 6.89× 10−9 21691.9
7 16568.6 4.67142× 108 128453 0.0291 113095 113270 −5.12× 10−11 21613.5
8 16520.3 4.64764× 108 128270 0.0290 113071 113253 −2.29× 10−10 21558.4
9 16519.6 4.64727× 108 128033 0.0290 113073 113262 −6.44× 10−10 21557.5
3.3.1 Statistical significance
The null hypothesis in this study was H0 : par = 0 and the alternative hypothesis
was Ha : par 6= 0 where par is a coefficient of a regression variable. This means that,
if we fail to reject the null hypothesis, we have to remove the corresponding variable
from the model. Consider Table 3.2, which demonstrates that not all the coefficients
are different from zero (rlh p-value = 0.53), therefore we failed to reject the null
hypothesis. The following table (Table 3.2) shows the weight and importance of each
coefficient on electricity demand and we observed that the first five months coefficients
(a01, a02, a03, a04, a05) and the last four months coefficients (a09, a10, a11, a12) carried
more weight than the others that is, load demand differed from one season to another.
These results are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Parameter table results
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 599936.00 4727.00 126.92 6.06× 10−1556 590669.00,609203.00
a01 -75692.90 2336.04 -32.40 5.62× 10−209 -80272.60,-71113.20
a02 -61525.30 2306.45 -26.68 1.48× 10−146 -66047.00,-57003.60
a03 -60119.10 2295.01 -26.19 1.00× 10−141 -64618.40,-55619.90
a04 -60133.80 2291.44 -26.24 3.38× 10−142 -64626.10,-55641.60
a05 -41501.40 2295.21 -18.08 8.25× 10−71 -46001.00,-37001.80
a06 -26071.90 2401.5 -10.86 3.76× 10−27 -30780.00,-21363.90
a07 -13331.80 2289.08 -5.82 6.10× 10−9 -17819.40,-8844.19
a08 -31049.30 2322.73 -13.37 4.63× 10−40 -35602.90,-26495.70
a09 -44699.60 2295.81 -19.47 2.09× 10−81 -49200.40,-40198.80
a10 -47568.70 2307.07 -20.62 1.13× 10−90 -52091.60,-43045.80
a11 -59531.90 2434.66 -24.45 9.90× 10−125 -64304.90,-54758.90
a12 -78710.10 2367.26 -33.25 6.73× 10−219 -83350.90,-74069.20
w01 -134393.00 3752.1 -35.82 6.17× 10−250 -141748.00,-127037.00
w02 -79578.00 3752.28 -21.20 1.34× 10−95 -86934.10,-72221.80
w03 -69120.40 3752.44 -18.42 2.49× 10−73 -76476.80,-61763.90
w04 -67877.90 3752.13 -18.09 7.10× 10−71 -75233.80,-60522.10
w05 -67876.00 3752.36 -18.09 7.30× 10−71 -75232.30,-60519.70
w06 -73099.90 3752.14 -19.48 1.68× 10−81 -80455.80,-65744.10
w07 -107991.00 3752.05 -28.78 1.59× 10−168 -115347.00,-100635.00
ph -45565.40 1776.20 -25.65 2.42× 10−136 -49047.50,-42083.20
db -7638.76 1747.35 -4.37 0.00 -11064.40,-4213.17
da -24774.70 1653.01 -14.99 1.08× 10−49 -28015.40,-21534.10
sh -10530.60 1175.37 -8.96 4.55× 10−19 -12834.80,-8226.33
uvh 8810.99 1232.54 7.15 1.00× 10−12 6394.67,11227.30
uve 7792.34 1559.05 4.99 5.99× 10−7 4735.91,10848.80
rlh 2340.70 3729.15 0.63 0.53 -4970.10,9651.51
tm 44.58 0.2153 207.00 3.59× 10−2434 44.16,45.00
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3.4 Accumulation of variables
In this section we explain the performance of the models when we initiate new vari-
ables. The primary reason we separated the models was to perceive the impact of each
variable on electricity demand. It is vital to recognize what was demanded previously
in order to compose future predictions. In Table 3.3, we show the performance of
the models after introducing an autoregressive component with lag 1 (previous day
demand). We obtained the model’s improvement after introducing the pd1 (demand
in the day previous to the day for which forecast is made) variable to all the models.
All the models improved from MAPE= 3% to MAPE=1% compared to the previous
results. Very remarkably, in Table 3.3 below, according to the average prediction
errors (i.e., MAPE and MSE) model 9AR(1) is the best performing model. Other
error measures designated that the final model (that is, model 9AR(1)) is the best
performing model. In the table below (Table 3.3), we can see that autoregressive
component greatly improves the model’s performance. On the other hand the AR
models have a disadvantage, that they allow to forecast only one day ahead.
3.4.1 Formulae of the selected models
Model 3AR(1):
a + a01 × x01 + a02 × x02 + a03 × x03 + a04 × x04 + a05 × x05 + a06 × x06 + a07 ×
x07 + a08 × x08 + a09 × x09 + a10 × x10 + a11 × x11 + a12 × x12 + w01 × y01 + w02 ×
y02+w03×y03+w04×y04+w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, previous days and
time.
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Model 4AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03+w04×y04+w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, previous days and time.
Model 5AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×
y04+w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, previous days and time.
Model 6AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×x08+
a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×y04+
w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+sh×z04+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, previous days and time.
Model 7AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
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sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + pd1× z12 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, previous
days and time.
Model 8AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + uve× z06 + pd1× z12 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, previous days and time.
Model 9AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + uve× z06 + rlh× z07 + pd1× z12 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, religious holidays, previous days and time.
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Table 3.3: Models performance after adding pd1
Models MAD MSE K-S MAPE AIC BIC FBIAS RMSE
3AR(1) 6796.67 1.12337× 108 246529 0.0123 106023 106179 −3.36× 10−10 10598.90
4AR(1) 6786.96 1.12149× 108 245528 0.0123 106023 106179 2.38× 10−10 10590.10
5AR(1) 6065.64 9.9525× 107 276889 0.0110 105426 105596 −2.74× 10−10 9976.22
6AR(1) 6065.76 9.95249× 107 276881 0.0110 105428 105604 −6.88× 10−10 9976.22
7AR(1) 6065.5 9.9495× 107 276820 0.0110 105426 105611 −7.40× 10−10 9974.72
8AR(1) 6062.94 9.93953× 107 276591 0.0110 105426 105615 1.46× 10−9 9969.72
9AR(1) 6064.20 9.93932× 107 276540 0.0110 105428 105623 −4.07× 10−11 9969.61
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3.4.2 Statistical significance after including autoregressive
component
We discovered that by including the variable pd1 (previous day demand) to the models
made some of the dummy variables unnecessary, whilst the models are improving.
Consider Table 3.4, which shows the influence of each dummy variable on electricity
demand. After including the variable pd1 (previous day demand) in the models, we
obtained an improvement as compared to the previous results. We found that some
of the dummy variables (w03, db, sh, uvh, rlh) are not different from zero, as the
results in the table below, show.
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Table 3.4: Final 9AR(1) model output
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 95249.50 4340.37 21.95 6.36× 10−102 86740.50,103759.00
a01 -10629.00 1183.65 -8.98 3.79× 10−19 -12949.50,-8308.49
a02 -9715.49 1134.08 -8.57 1.40× 10−17 -11938.80,-7492.19
a03 -9475.69 1126.18 -8.41 5.13× 10−17 -11683.50,-7267.87
a04 -9046.20 1125.73 -8.04 1.15× 10−15 -11253.10,-6839.26
a05 -5385.34 1094.95 -4.92 9.01× 10−7 -7531.93,-3238.75
a06 -4024.79 1122.74 -3.58 0.00 -6225.86,-1823.73
a07 -2934.08 1061.54 -2.76 0.00 -5015.17,-852.99
a08 -5544.20 1090.87 -5.08 3.87× 10−7 -7682.80,-3405.61
a09 -7370.98 1097.46 -6.72 2.07× 10−11 -9522.49,-5219.47
a10 -7811.65 1107.18 -7.06 1.96× 10−12 -9982.20,-5641.09
a11 -10021.50 1184.61 -8.46 3.49× 10−17 -12343.90,-7699.16
a12 -13290.60 1197.91 -11.09 2.87× 10−28 -15639.00,-10942.10
w01 -43716.30 1861.57 -23.48 1.09× 10−115 -47365.80,-40066.80
w02 34073.10 1929.98 17.65 1.09× 10−67 30289.50,37856.80
w03 -2090.51 1805.58 -1.16 0.25 -5630.26,1449.24
w04 -8970.07 1789.74 -5.01 5.58× 10−7 -12478.80,-5461.38
w05 -11141.80 1785.97 -6.24 4.79× 10−10 -14643.10,-7640.48
w06 -16286.10 1786.01 -9.12 1.08× 10−19 -19787.40,-12784.70
w07 -47118.00 1793.33 -26.27 1.65× 10−142 -50633.70,-43602.20
ph -38461.50 823.21 -46.72 7.94× 10−395 -40075.40,-36847.60
db -1067.81 809.65 -1.32 0.19 -2655.07,519.46
da 20226.50 834.44 24.24 1.01× 10−122 18590.60,21862.30
sh -526.53 548.68 -0.96 0.34 -1602.19,549.13
uvh 1077.85 572.95 1.88 0.06 -45.39,2201.10
uve 1613.39 722.54 2.23 0.03 196.89,3029.89
rlh -557.56 1724.91 -0.32 0.75 -3939.16,2824.04
pd1 0.84 0.00 134.60 1.92× 10−1653 0.83,0.85
tm 6.96 0.29 23.47 1.49× 10−115 6.38,7.54
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3.4.3 New variables
We used residuals to detect outliers and we found big deviations on these calendar
events; namely Easter holidays, election days, day after elections and municipal elec-
tions, so we decided to create new dummy variables related to these calendar events.
We identified that Easter holidays, election days, the day after elections and munic-
ipal elections also play an essential role in electricity demand forecasting. Consider
Table 3.5; these are the new dummy variables included in the models. The null hy-
pothesis was H0 : par = 0 and the alternative hypothesis was Ha : par 6= 0 where par
is a coefficient of a regression variable and we rejected the null hypothesis. Table 3.5
shows that all these dummy variables have an impact on electricity demand.
Table 3.5: Coefficients of new variables
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
es 3198.81 1594.75 2.00 0.04 72.39,6325.24
el -55631.90 4233.09 -13.14 8.46× 10−39 -63930.60,-47333.10
dae 46101.60 4249.10 10.85 4.05× 10−27 37771.50,54431.70
me -42674.60 5166.01 -8.26 1.84× 10−16 -52802.30,-32546.90
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3.5 Assessment of models
In this section we demonstrate the improvements of the models after including au-
toregressive component and new dummy variables. Consider Table 3.6 where we
perceived an improvement of the models. What was remarkable in this study, is that
we simply employed calendar related effects exclusive of weather effects or economic
effects, but we managed to achieve a 0.9% MAPE and a K-S of 63573.10.
3.5.1 Formulae of the models after introducing new variables
Model 5.1AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
es× z08 + el× z09 + dae× z10 +me× z11 + pd1× z12 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections,
municipal elections, previous days and time.
Model 6.1AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03 +w04× y04 +w05 × y05 +w06 × y06 + w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da× z03 +
sh× z04 + es× z08 + el× z09 + dae× z10 +me× z11 + pd1× z12 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
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holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, Easter holidays, election days,
day after elections, municipal elections, previous days and time.
Model 7.1AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08 × x08 + a09 × x09 + a10 × x10 + a11 × x11 + a12 × x12 + w01 × y01 + w02 × y02 +
w03× y03 +w04× y04 +w05× y05 +w06× y06 +w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da×
z03+sh×z04+uvh×z05+es×z08+el×z09+dae×z10+me×z11+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, Easter
holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal elections, previous days and
time.
Model 8.1AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08× x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11×x11+ a12×x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03×
y03+w04× y04+w05× y05+w06× y06+w07× y07+ph× z01+db× z02+da× z03+ sh×
z04+uvh×z05+uve×z06+es×z08+el×z09+dae×z10+me×z11+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal elections, previ-
ous days and time.
Model 9.1AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×
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y04+w05× y05+w06× y06+w07× y07+ph× z01+db× z02+da× z03+ sh× z04+uvh×
z05+uve×z06+rlh×z07+es×z08+el×z09+dae×z10+me×z11+pd1×z12+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, religious holidays, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal
elections, previous days and time.
Table 3.6: Models performance after adding new dummy variables
Models MAD MSE K-S MAPE AIC BIC FBIAS RMSE
5.1AR(1) 5365.80 6.45876× 107 63293.60 0.0097 103282 103516 −2.30× 10−10 8036.64
6.1AR(1) 5357.43 6.37534× 107 63252.50 0.0097 103221 103469 5.93× 10−10 7984.57
7.1AR(1) 5357.23 6.37491× 107 63333.90 0.0097 103223 103477 1.93× 10−10 7984.30
8.1AR(1) 5355.35 6.36893× 107 63357.90 0.0097 103220 103481 1.29× 10−10 7980.56
9.1AR(1) 5054.16 5.27448× 107 63573.10 0.0090 102290 102563 −3.12× 10−10 7262.56
3.5.2 Interactions
In statistics, interaction is defined as the relationship among three or more variables,
simultaneous influence of two variables on a third is not additive [4]. Consider Table
3.7, verifying the interaction effects between days of the week and public holidays
on electricity demand. The hypothesis was H0 : icoeff = 0 and the alternative hy-
pothesis was Ha : icoeff 6= 0 where icoeff is a coefficient of an interaction variable.
This means that, if we failed to reject the null hypothesis we have to disregard the
interaction effect of dummy variables on electricity demand. In this study we re-
jected the null hypothesis. Table 3.7 shows that there is interactive effect. Extremely
remarkably, in this study we identified several interactions and the first interaction
effect was between Sundays and public holidays. We observed that when a public
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holiday occurred on a Sunday, this influences electricity demand and another inter-
action effect was between Tuesdays and public holidays. Again, we observed that
when a public holiday occurred on a Tuesday, this also affected electricity demand.
We further detected that there is an interaction effect between Sundays and the day
before a public holiday and Sundays and the day after a public holiday. Again we
found an interaction effect between Mondays and school holidays and Mondays and
public holidays. We observed that when a school holiday or public holiday occurred
on a Monday, this influences electricity demand.
Table 3.7: Interactions assessment
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
isunpub 31853.00 1781.45 17.88 2.52× 10−69 28360.60,35345.50
ituespub -24698.90 1407.52 -17.55 6.53× 10−67 -27458.30,-21939.50
isundb 15441.50 1622.77 9.52 2.75× 10−21 12260.20,18622.90
isunda 4834.10 1619.50 2.98 0.00 1659.17,8009.04
ithurspub 2882.44 1702.92 1.69 0.09 -456.04,6220.92
imonsh 3059.81 681.05 4.49 7.19× 10−6 1724.65,4394.98
imonda -9525.07 1638.11 -5.81 6.46× 10−9 -12736.50,-6313.65
imonpub 51205.30 1732.44 29.56 7.21× 10−177 47809.00,54601.70
3.6 Best models
In this study, we used several criteria to judge validity, appropriateness and accuracy
of our models. The foremost objective of this study was to use calendar data only to
build models and select the best models to generate accurate forecasts. In this section
we selected all the preeminent models. These are the models we used to generate
accurate forecasts. Consider Table 3.8; these are the models that accomplished 0.9%
MAPE.
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3.6.1 Formulae of the best models
Model 5.2AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+ a09×x09+ a10×x10+ a11× x11+ a12× x12+w01× y01+w02× y02+w03× y03+
w04× y04+w05× y05+w06× y06+w07× y07+ph× z01+db× z02+da× z03+ es× z08+
el× z09+dae× z10+me× z11+pd1× z12+ isunpub× z01× y07+ ituespub× z01× y02+
isundb×z02×y07+isunda×z03×y07+ithurspub×z01×y04+imonda×z03×y01+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections,
municipal elections, previous days, interactions and time.
Model 6.2AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×x08+
a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×y04+w05×
y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+sh×z04+es×z08+el×z09+dae×
z10+me×z11+pd1×z12+isunpub×z01×y07+ituespub×z01×y02+isundb×z02×y07+
isunda×z03×y07+ithurspub×z01×y04+imonsh×z04×y01+imonda×z03×y01+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, Easter holidays, election days,
day after elections, municipal elections, previous days, interactions and time.
Model 7.2AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08 × x08 + a09 × x09 + a10 × x10 + a11 × x11 + a12 × x12 + w01 × y01 + w02 × y02 +
w03× y03 +w04× y04 +w05× y05 +w06× y06 +w07× y07 + ph× z01 + db× z02 + da×
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z03 + sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + es× z08 + el × z09 + dae× z10 +me× z11 + pd1 × z12 +
isunpub× z01× y07 + ituespub× z01× y02+ isundb× z02× y07+ isunda× z03× y07+
ithurspub× z01 × y04 + imonsh× z04 × y01 + imonda× z03 × y01 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a pub-
lic holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, Easter
holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal elections, previous days, inter-
actions and time.
Model 8.2AR(1):
a+ a01 × x01 + a02× x02 + a03× x03 + a04 × x04 + a05× x05 + a06 × x06 + a07× x07 +
a08 × x08 + a09 × x09 + a10 × x10 + a11 × x11 + a12 × x12 + w01 × y01 + w02 × y02 +
w03 × y03 + w04 × y04 + w05 × y05 + w06 × y06 + w07 × y07 + ph × z01 + db × z02 +
da× z03 + sh× z04 + uvh× z05 + uve× z06 + es× z08 + el× z09 + dae× z10 +me×
z11 + pd1 × z12 + isunpub × z01 × y07 + ituespub× z01 × y02 + isundb × z02 × y07 +
isunda×z03×y07+ithurspub×z01×y04+imonsh×z04×y01+imonda×z03×y01+tm×t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal elections, previ-
ous days, interactions and time.
Model 9.2AR(1):
a+a01×x01+a02×x02+a03×x03+a04×x04+a05×x05+a06×x06+a07×x07+a08×
x08+a09×x09+a10×x10+a11×x11+a12×x12+w01×y01+w02×y02+w03×y03+w04×
y04+w05×y05+w06×y06+w07×y07+ph×z01+db×z02+da×z03+sh×z04+uvh×z05+
uve× z06+ rlh× z07+ es× z08+ el× z09+dae× z10+me× z11+pd1× z12+ isunpub×
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z01× y07+ ituespub× z01× y02+ isundb× z02× y07+ isunda× z03× y07+ ithurspub×
z01× y04+ imonsh× z04× y01 + imonda× z03× y01+ imonpub× z01× y01 + tm× t01
This model is the merger of months, weekdays, public holidays, days before a public
holiday, days after a public holidays, school holidays, university holidays, university
exams, religious holidays, Easter holidays, election days, day after elections, municipal
elections, previous days, interactions and time.
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Table 3.8: Best models
Models MAD MSE K-S MAPE AIC BIC FBIAS RMSE
5.2AR(1) 5365.80 6.45876× 107 63293.60 0.0097 103282 103516 −2.30× 10−10 8036.64
6.2AR(1) 5357.43 6.37534× 107 63252.50 0.0097 103221 103469 5.93× 10−10 7984.57
7.2AR(1) 5357.23 6.37491× 107 63333.90 0.0097 103223 103477 1.93× 10−10 7984.30
8.2AR(1) 5355.35 6.36893× 107 63357.90 0.0097 103220 103481 1.29× 10−10 7980.56
9.2AR(1) 5054.16 5.27448× 107 63573.10 0.0090 102290 102563 −3.12× 10−10 7262.56
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3.6.2 Statistical significance of the best models
In this section, we substantiate the relationship between preferred variables and elec-
tricity demand. Again the null hypothesis (i.e.,H0) was that: H0 : par = 0 and the
alternative hypothesis was Ha : par 6= 0 where par is a coefficient of a regression
variable and we failed to rejecte the null hypothesis. The following tables exhibit
that, not all the coefficients are different from zero (sh and uvh).
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Table 3.9: Model 5.2AR(1) Parameter estimates
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 56858.50 3606.44 15.77 1.14× 10−54 49788.30,63928.70
a01 -6223.50 931.40 -6.68 2.62× 10−11 -8049.47,-4397.53
a02 -6007.57 905.06 -6.64 3.53× 10−11 -7781.90,-4233.25
a03 -5898.21 901.72 -6.54 6.72× 10−11 -7665.99,-4130.43
a04 -4905.48 912.56 -5.38 7.99× 10−8 -6694.51,-3116.45
a05 -3045.33 872.67 -3.49 0.00 -4756.15,-1334.50
a06 -1651.77 852.23 -1.94 0.05 -3322.52,18.9876
a07 -2182.93 847.27 -2.58 0.01 -3843.96,-521.897
a08 -4023.99 863.69 -4.66 3.26× 10−6 -5717.20,-2330.78
a09 -4561.03 883.52 -5.16 2.54× 10−7 -6293.13,-2828.93
a10 -5158.05 886.23 -5.82 6.25× 10−9 -6895.45,-3420.65
a11 -5784.59 896.52 -6.45 1.20× 10−10 -7542.18,-4027.01
a12 -7416.06 951.02 -7.79 7.62× 10−15 -9280.47,-5551.64
w01 -37106.60 1513.49 -24.51 2.43× 10−125 -40073.70,-34139.50
w02 44527.40 1574.78 28.28 4.09× 10−163 41440.10,47614.60
w03 2974.96 1460.26 2.04 0.04 112.20,5837.72
w04 -4023.00 1447.30 -2.78 0.00 -6860.36,-1185.65
w05 -7039.38 1443.10 -4.88 1.10× 10−6 -9868.49,-4210.26
w06 -11991.10 1443.73 -8.30 1.27× 10−16 -14821.40,-9160.72
w07 -44200.80 1451.86 -30.44 1.13× 10−186 -47047.00,-41354.50
ph -33903.70 881.73 -38.45 4.39× 10−283 -35632.30,-32175.10
db -4792.56 677.89 -7.07 1.77× 10−12 -6121.53,-3463.60
da 24067.40 788.05 30.54 9.63× 10−188 22522.40,25612.30
es -4392.51 1468.53 -2.99 0.00 -7271.49,-1513.54
el -55904.40 4677.75 -11.95 1.79× 10−32 -65074.80,-46733.90
dae 46471.80 4695.34 9.89 6.98× 10−23 37266.80,55676.80
me -42368.10 5712.72 -7.42 1.40× 10−13 -53567.60,-31168.70
pd1 0.90 0.00 173.02 7.37× 10−2095 0.89,0.92
isunpub 20663.90 1930.96 10.70 1.96× 10−26 16878.40,24449.50
ituespub -31734.20 1475.33 -21.50 3.67× 10−98 -34626.50,-28841.90
isundb 9396.64 1781.54 5.27 1.39× 10−7 5904.02,12889.30
isunda 4006.84 1781.80 2.25 0.03 513.70,7499.97
ithurspub -7357.98 1836.50 -4.00 0.00 -10958.30,-3757.63
imonda 7917.98 1648.50 4.80 1.60× 10−6 4686.18,11149.80
tm 4.16 0.25 16.88 3.28× 10−62 3.67,4.64
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Table 3.10: Model 6.2AR(1) Parameter estimates
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 56701.50 3612.17 15.69 3.19× 10−54 49620.10,63783.00
a01 -6372.69 929.20 -6.86 7.83× 10−12 -8194.35,-4551.04
a02 -5875.93 907.75 -6.47 1.05× 10−10 -7655.52,-4096.34
a03 -5792.63 903.03 -6.41 1.54× 10−10 -7562.97,-4022.29
a04 -4889.22 908.03 -5.38 7.60× 10−8 -6669.35,-3109.08
a05 -2914.66 874.93 -3.33 0.00 -4629.91,-1199.41
a06 -1642.97 848.01 -1.94 0.05 -3305.45,19.5089
a07 -2345.09 849.28 -2.76 0.00 -4010.06,-680.12
a08 -3879.28 865.45 -4.48 7.55× 10−6 -5575.96,-2182.61
a09 -4564.76 879.29 -5.19 2.17× 10−7 -6288.58,-2840.94
a10 -5132.40 884.49 -5.80 6.94× 10−9 -6866.41,-3398.39
a11 -5667.94 897.32 -6.32 2.91× 10−10 -7427.09,-3908.80
a12 -7623.97 956.24 -7.97 1.91× 10−15 -9498.62,-5749.32
w01 -38401.60 1515.62 -25.34 3.13× 10−133 -41372.90,-35430.30
w02 44767.80 1567.81 28.55 4.53× 10−166 41694.20,47841.40
w03 3211.11 1452.73 2.21 0.03 363.10,6059.12
w04 -3795.77 1439.66 -2.64 0.00 -6618.15,-973.39
w05 -6793.74 1435.40 -4.73 2.27× 10−6 -9607.78,-3979.71
w06 -11730.00 1435.94 -8.17 3.92× 10−16 -14545.10,-8914.94
w07 -43959.30 1443.60 -30.45 9.63× 10−187 -46789.40,-41129.20
ph -34055.50 876.46 -38.86 2.76× 10−288 -35773.80,-32337.30
db -4997.05 675.66 -7.39 1.64× 10−13 -6321.64,-3672.47
da 24287.80 783.97 30.98 1.13× 10−192 22750.80,25824.70
sh -433.66 374.98 -1.16 0.23 -1168.79,301.48
es -4752.65 1470.98 -3.23 0.00 -7636.44,-1868.87
el -55992.40 4649.23 -12.04 6.08× 10−33 -65106.90,-46877.80
dae 46366.00 4667.42 9.93 4.87× 10−23 37215.80,55516.30
me -42179.20 5677.10 -7.43 1.28× 10−13 -53308.90,-31049.60
pd1 0.90 0.00 173.02 2.04× 10−2094 0.89,0.92
isunpub 20916.80 1919.10 10.89 2.38× 10−27 17154.50,24679.10
ituespub -31389.10 1467.58 -21.39 4.02× 10−97 -34266.20,-28512.00
isundb 9883.96 1771.52 5.58 2.54× 10−8 6411.00,13356.90
isunda 3955.98 1770.76 2.23 0.03 484.50,7427.46
ithurspub -6953.29 1825.68 -3.80 0.00 -10532.40,-3374.15
imonsh 5850.20 740.84 7.89 3.50× 10−15 4397.83,7302.56
imonda 5743.02 1661.38 3.46 0.00 2485.96,9000.07
tm 4.16 0.25 16.88 3.38× 10−62 3.67,4.64
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Table 3.11: Model 7.2AR(1) Parameter estimates
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 56780.90 3615.03 15.70 2.77× 10−54 49693.90,63868.00
a01 -6499.07 954.70 -6.80 1.11× 10−11 -8370.73,-4627.41
a02 -5935.33 913.62 -6.49 9.03× 10−11 -7726.43,-4144.22
a03 -5764.90 904.36 -6.37 2.00× 10−10 -7537.87,-3991.94
a04 -4867.34 908.87 -5.36 8.93× 10−8 -6649.14,-3085.53
a05 -2872.25 878.07 -3.27 0.00 -4593.65,-1150.84
a06 -1623.46 848.74 -1.91 0.06 -3287.37,40.40
a07 -2353.17 849.45 -2.77 0.00 -4018.47,-687.857
a08 -3834.04 869.05 -4.41 0.00 -5537.77,-2130.31
a09 -4543.84 880.10 -5.16 2.53× 10−7 -6269.24,-2818.45
a10 -5100.83 886.25 -5.76 9.16× 10−9 -6838.27,-3363.39
a11 -5666.04 897.39 -6.31 2.96× 10−10 -7425.32,-3906.76
a12 -7720.69 970.89 -7.95 2.25× 10−15 -9624.02,-5817.35
w01 -38420.90 1516.09 -25.34 2.81× 10−133 -41393.10,-35448.70
w02 44746.00 1568.37 28.53 8.22× 10−166 41671.30,47820.70
w03 3200.79 1452.94 2.20 0.03 352.38,6049.20
w04 -3804.29 1439.83 -2.64 0.00 -6627.00,-981.57
w05 -6798.14 1435.52 -4.74 2.25× 10−6 -9612.40,-3983.88
w06 -11735.30 1436.07 -8.17 3.83× 10−16 -14550.60,-8919.94
w07 -43969.10 1443.80 -30.45 9.07× 10−187 -46799.60,-41138.60
ph -34061.40 876.58 -38.86 2.697× 10−288 -35779.90,-32342.90
db -4981.75 676.22 -7.37 2.04× 10−13 -6307.45,-3656.06
da 24281.60 784.10 30.97 1.59× 10−192 22744.40,25818.80
sh -581.933 454.55 -1.28 0.20 -1473.05,309.18
uvh 252.45 437.33 0.58 0.56 -604.91,1109.80
es -4862.29 1483.29 -3.28 0.00 -7770.21,-1954.38
el -55979.70 4649.59 -12.04 6.35× 10−33 -65095.00,-46864.40
dae 46362.60 4667.74 9.93 4.94× 10−23 37211.70,55513.40
me -42158.30 5677.60 -7.43 1.32× 10−13 -53288.90,-31027.70
pd1 0.90 0.005 172.39 1.66× 10−2087 0.89,0.92
isunpub 20924.10 1919.28 10.90 2.31× 10−27 17161.50,24686.80
ituespub -31372.40 1467.97 -21.37 5.62× 10−97 -34250.20,-28494.50
isundb 9882.32 1771.64 5.58 2.56× 10−8 6409.11,13355.50
isunda 3948.60 1770.93 2.23 0.03 476.79,7420.40
ithurspub -6939.12 1825.96 -3.80 0.00 -10518.80,-3359.41
imonsh 5848.09 740.89 7.89 3.60× 10−15 4395.61,7300.57
imonda 5750.05 1661.54 3.46 0.00 2492.69,9007.41
tm 4.17 0.25 16.86 4.53× 10−62 3.68,4.65
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Table 3.12: Model 8.2AR(1) Parameter estimates
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 56837.20 3613.79 15.73 2.03× 10−54 49752.60,63921.90
a01 -6549.44 954.65 -6.86 7.70× 10−12 -8420.97,-4677.91
a02 -5828.87 914.63 -6.37 2.02× 10−10 -7621.94,-4035.79
a03 -5553.16 909.39 -6.10 1.09× 10−9 -7335.96,-3770.36
a04 -4716.51 911.25 -5.18 2.36× 10−7 -6502.97,-2930.06
a05 -2712.45 880.89 -3.08 0.00 -4439.38,-985.52
a06 -2273.64 900.73 -2.52 0.01 -4039.47,-507.81
a07 -2233.31 850.97 -2.62 0.00 -3901.59,-565.034
a08 -3584.22 876.47 -4.09 0.00 -5302.49,-1865.94
a09 -4384.04 882.92 -4.97 7.09× 10−7 -6114.95,-2653.13
a10 -4887.69 891.45 -5.48 4.39× 10−8 -6635.33,-3140.04
a11 -6361.78 953.66 -6.67 2.82× 10−11 -8231.36,-4492.19
a12 -7752.10 970.62 -7.99 1.71× 10−15 -9654.95,-5849.25
w01 -38422.30 1515.53 -25.35 2.24× 10−133 -41393.40,-35451.20
w02 44700.40 1567.94 28.50 1.39× 10−165 41626.60,47774.30
w03 3189.61 1452.42 2.19 0.03 342.22,6036.99
w04 -3817.23 1439.32 -2.65 0.00 -6638.94,-995.53
w05 -6798.46 1434.99 -4.74 2.22× 10−6 -9611.69,-3985.24
w06 -11734.50 1435.54 -8.17 3.75× 10−16 -14548.80,-8920.19
w07 -43954.80 1443.28 -30.45 8.91× 10−187 -46784.30,-41125.30
ph -34084.80 876.32 -38.89 8.85× 10−289 -35802.70,-32366.80
db -4999.30 676.02 -7.39 1.65× 10−13 -6324.60,-3673.99
da 24235.20 784.10 30.90 7.53× 10−192 22698.00,25772.40
sh -652.88 455.58 -1.43 0.15 -1546.01,240.26
uvh 569.38 461.36 1.23 0.22 -335.09,1473.85
uve 1247.21 580.19 2.15 0.03 109.79,2384.64
es -5011.69 1484.38 -3.38 0.00 -7921.73,-2101.65
el -55638.80 4650.59 -11.96 1.55× 10−32 -64756.10,-46521.60
dae 46658.20 4668.05 9.99 2.66× 10−23 37506.80,55809.70
me -42135.80 5675.52 -7.42 1.33× 10−13 -53262.30,-31009.20
pd1 0.90 0.00 172.03 2.03× 10−2083 0.89,0.91
isunpub 20979.30 1918.74 10.93 1.64× 10−27 17217.70,24740.80
ituespub -31369.10 1467.43 -21.37 5.05× 10−97 -34245.90,-28492.30
isundb 9843.60 1771.08 5.56 2.87× 10−8 6371.49,13315.70
isunda 3902.50 1770.40 2.20 0.03 431.72,7373.28
ithurspub -6919.82 1825.31 -3.79 0.00 -10498.30,-3341.39
imonsh 5825.25 740.69 7.86 4.52× 10−15 4373.16,7277.35
imonda 5782.77 1661.00 3.48 0.00 2526.47,9039.07
tm 4.20 0.23 16.98 6.60× 10−63 3.72,4.69
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Table 3.13: Model 9.2AR(1) Parameter estimates
Coefficients Estimates Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value CIs
a 58751.00 3291.13 17.85 4.12× 10−69 52298.90,65203.10
a01 -6963.63 869.04 -8.01 1.39× 10−15 -8667.32,-5259.93
a02 -6068.70 832.69 -7.29 3.64× 10−13 -7701.15,-4436.26
a03 -5711.17 827.85 -6.89 5.90× 10−12 -7334.13,-4088.21
a04 -4942.12 829.47 -5.96 2.73× 10−9 -6568.24,-3315.99
a05 -2827.11 801.86 -3.53 0.00 -4399.10,-1255.11
a06 -2322.15 819.86 -2.83 0.00 -3929.45,-714.85
a07 -2437.51 774.68 -3.15 0.00 -3956.23,-918.79
a08 -3616.52 797.79 -4.53 5.95× 10−6 -5180.54,-2052.51
a09 -4657.98 803.70 -5.79 7.23× 10−9 -6233.61,-3082.35
a10 -5080.09 811.66 -6.26 4.20× 10−10 -6671.30,-3488.88
a11 -6501.23 868.17 -7.49 8.21× 10−14 -8203.23,-4799.23
a12 -7622.78 883.49 -8.63 8.30× 10−18 -9354.81,-5890.75
w01 -39164.00 1379.75 -28.39 2.92× 10−164 -41868.90,-36459.10
w02 44188.50 1427.47 30.96 2.20× 10−192 41390.00,46987.00
w03 3068.83 1322.04 2.32 0.02 477.04,5660.62
w04 -4170.78 1310.23 -3.18 0.00 -6739.41,-1602.14
w05 -6736.32 1306.18 -5.16 2.60× 10−7 -9297.01,-4175.63
w06 -11417.80 1306.73 -8.74 3.21× 10−18 -13979.60,-8856.06
w07 -44519.40 1313.86 -33.88 2.23× 10−226 -47095.10,-41943.70
ph -42373.90 885.36 -47.86 9.52× 10−411 -44109.60,-40638.20
db -7761.40 645.16 -12.03 7.10× 10−33 -9026.20,-6496.60
da 25711.80 717.09 35.86 2.49× 10−250 24306.00,27117.60
sh -50.14 415.32 -0.12 0.90 -864.37,764.09
uvh 594.45 420.19 1.41 0.16 -229.32,1418.22
uve 1129.69 528.13 2.14 0.03 94.30,2165.07
rlh -18632.60 1608.11 -11.59 1.20× 10−30 -21785.20,-15480.00
es 3198.81 1594.75 2.00 0.04 72.39,6325.24
el -55631.90 4233.09 -13.14 8.46× 10−39 -63930.60,-47333.10
dae 46101.60 4249.10 10.85 4.05× 10−27 37771.50,54431.70
me -42674.60 5166.01 -8.26 1.84× 10−16 -52802.30,-32546.90
pd1 0.90 0.00 188.27 3.98× 10−2250 0.89,0.91
isunpub 31853.00 1781.45 17.88 2.52× 10−69 28360.60,35345.50
ituespub -24698.90 1407.52 -17.55 6.53× 10−67 -27458.30,-21939.50
isundb 15441.50 1622.77 9.52 2.75× 10−21 12260.20,18622.90
isunda 4834.10 1619.50 2.98 0.00 1659.17,8009.04
ithurspub 2882.44 1702.92 1.69 0.09 -456.04,6220.92
imonsh 3059.81 681.05 4.49 7.19× 10−6 1724.65,4394.98
imonda -9525.07 1638.11 -5.81 6.46× 10−9 -12736.50,-6313.65
imonpub 51205.30 1732.44 29.56 7.21× 10−177 47809.00,54601.70
tm 4.33 0.22 19.19 3.38× 10−79 3.89,4.77
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3.7 Critique of residuals
In this section we discuss deviations of electricity demand using residual plots for the
top quality models. Residual analysis is a statistical technique to detect outliers or
unusual observations from the model and to demonstrate lack of fit. In this study
we defined residuals as the difference between actual electricity demand and forecasts
that is, Res = At − Ft where Res stands for residuals, At is the actual value and Ft
is the forecast value. In the residual plots below we selected 2008, because it was the
year of load shedding and economic crisis. We selected 2008 for different models and
residual fluctuations depend on the inclusion of the distinct factors.
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3.7.1 Electricity demand deviations for model 5.2AR(1)
In Figure 3.1; below we illustrate the deviations of load demand (i.e. demand of
electricity) from the period of 01 January 2008 to 31 December 2008. We detected
that for the first four years before the millennium, electricity demand was stable. We
also discovered that on 31 December 2000 (see Figure A.5) there was an unusually
high demand deviation of 51442.8 MW. It was a Sunday and it was also a public
holiday. Consider Table 3.7 (page 34) which shows that we have already identified the
interaction effect between a Sunday and a public holiday. Again, on the 25 January
2008 and 25 December 2008, there were unusual demand residuals of 63293.6 MW
and 45939.4 MW respectively; this was during the year of the blackout.
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Figure 3.1: Model 5.2AR(1) residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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3.7.2 Electricity demand deviations for model 6.2AR(1)
In Figure 3.2; below we illustrate the deviations of electricity demand from the period
of 01 January 2008-31 December 2008. We discovered that on 25 and 31 December
2000 (see Figure A.5), there were unusual demand residuals of 45058.4 MW and
48038.7 MW respectively. 25 December 2000 (see Figure A.5) was a public holiday
and it was on Monday. Again consider Table 3.7 which shows the interaction effect
between Mondays and public holidays. 31 December is a day before a public holiday
and it was on Sunday. Table 3.7 shows the interaction effect between Sundays and the
day before a public holiday. Again, on the 25 January 2008 and 25 December 2008,
there were unusual demand residuals of 63252.5 MW and 45251.7 MW respectively;
this was during the year of the blackout.
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Figure 3.2: Model 6.2AR(1) residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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3.7.3 Electricity demand deviations for model 7.2AR(1)
In the residual plot below, we illustrate the deviations of electricity demand in the
period of 01 January 2008 to 31 December 2008. We discovered that on 25 and 31
December 2000 there were unusual demand residuals of 45058.6 MW and 48052.2
MW respectively (see Figure A.5). 25 December is not simply a public holiday, it is
also a school holiday, university holiday and a religious day. Again consider Table
3.7, which illustrates interaction effects between Mondays and public holidays. 31
December 2000 was the day before a public holiday and it was on Sunday. Table 3.7
shows interaction effects between Sundays and the day before a public holiday. Again,
on 25 January 2008 and 25 December 2008, there were unusually demand residuals
of 63333.9 MW and 45266.2 MW respectively and this was during the year of the
blackout.
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Figure 3.3: Model 7.2AR(1) residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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3.7.4 Electricity demand deviations for model 8.2AR(1)
In the residual plot below, we illustrate the deviations of electricity demand from the
period of 01 January 2008 to 31 December 2008. We discovered that on 31 December
2000 (see Figure A.5) there was an unusual demand deviation of 53901.8 MW. 31
December 2000 (see Figure A.5) was a day before a public holiday and it was on
Sunday. Table 3.7 (page 34) shows the interaction effects between Sunday and day
before a public holiday. Again, on 25 January 2008 and 25 December 2008, there were
unusual demand residuals of 63357.9 MW and 45280.6 MW respectively and this was
during the year of the blackout.
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Figure 3.4: Model 8.2AR(1) residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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3.7.5 Electricity demand deviations for model 9.2AR(1)
This model is a combination of all the above models. In the residual plot below
(Figure 3.5), we illustrate the deviations of electricity demand from the period of 01
January 2008 to 31 December 2008. Good Friday is not simply a religious day, it is
also a public holiday, school holiday and university holiday. Consider Table 3.7 (page
34) which shows interaction effects between Sundays and public holidays. Consider
Table 3.7 which shows the interaction effects between Thursdays and public holidays.
On 15 April 2001 (see Figure A.6), there was an unusually high maximum demand
of 64307.5 MW and it was Good Friday. On 31 March 2002 (see Figure A.7), there
was an unusually high maximum demand deviation of 62579.5 MW and it was Good
Friday. Again, on 25 January 2008, there was an unusually high maximum demand
deviation of 63573.1 MW and this was during the year of the blackout. All models
show relatively bad performance in same periods of a year (end of January, mid April,
beginning of August and end of December). We recommend to investigate these
deviations in future studies (maybe higher order interactions should be considered).
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Figure 3.5: Model 9.2AR(1) residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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3.8 Actual and forecast comparisons
In this section, we discuss the distinction between actual electricity demands and
forecasts from the period of 01 January 2008-31 December 2008. In the following
figures, we compare actuals and forecasts for the best models and in all the figures,
the blue color represents actual demands and the red color represents forecasts. We
observe an upward trend and discover that all the forecasts are unbiased. We de-
tected that, before the year 2000, the discrepancy between actuals and forecasts was
impartial. From the year 2000 onward we found some discrepancies during the Easter
and Christmas holidays of each year. The big discrepancies occurred at end of 2007
and beginning of 2008. This was affected by load shedding and the global recession
and results are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 3.6: Model 5.2AR(1) actuals and forecasts in 2008-actuals (Blue)-forecasts
(Red)
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Figure 3.7: Model 6.2AR(1) actuals and forecasts in 2008-actuals (Blue)-forecasts
(Red)
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Figure 3.8: Model 7.2AR(1) actuals and forecasts in 2008-actuals (Blue)-forecasts
(Red)
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Figure 3.9: Model 8.2AR(1) actuals and forecasts in 2008-actuals (Blue)-forecasts
(Red)
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Figure 3.10: Model 9.2AR(1) actuals and forecasts in 2008-actuals (Blue)-forecasts
(Red)
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3.9 Forecasting models for two days ahead
Extremely short-term forecasts are significant for electricity producers for efficient
operations. In this section we substantiated the double application of the models.
In Table 3.14, we exhibit performances of the selected forecasting models for two
days ahead and according to the criteria, the models performed satisfactory. One day
ahead forecasting is not possible in practice. Demand in a current day is not known
before the end of this day and forecasting two days ahead has much higher practical
value. This technique may be extended to forecast three days ahead, or any number
of days ahead. Models 1 - 9 (without autoregressive component) may be used for
long term forecasting with slightly worse performance.
Table 3.14: Forecasting models
Models MAD MSE K-S MAPE FBIAS RMSE
5.2 7729.61 1.21383× 108 83501.5 0.0139197 -3.23514 11017.4
6.2 7249.81 1.03394× 108 83082.4 0.0129249 -3.27032 10168.3
7.2 7249.00 1.03387× 108 83176 0.0129235 -3.28178 10168
8.2 7242.09 1.0323 ∗ 108 83233.6 0.012912 -3.30181 10160.2
9.2 7196.67 1.0158 ∗ 108 83179.7 0.0128116 -3.22859 10078.7
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3.9.1 Residual analysis for two days ahead forecasting mod-
els
In the residual plot below, we illustrate the deviations of electricity demand from the
period of 01 January 2008 to 31 July 2008 for two days ahead forecasting. On 25
January 2008, there was an unusually high maximum demand of 83179.7 MW and
this was during the year of the blackout.
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Figure 3.11: Model 9.2 residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008 for two day
ahead forecasting
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Chapter 4
Discussions and Conclusions
As the population, industry, infrastructure, electricity consumers and economy of
South Africa develop, electricity demand will increase. The research paper [17],
showed that South African calendar events, such as months of the year, weekdays
and holidays (i.e. public holidays, days before a public holiday, days after a public
holiday, school holidays, university holidays, university exams and major religious
holidays), have a strong influence on electricity demand. Different months of the year
and weekdays have diverse load demands (i.e. consumption and demand of electric-
ity). In this research we built and compared different forecasting models using purely
calendar data and we discovered that it was not only seasons of the year that influ-
ence demand for electricity; we also had to take into account, which day of the week
and which calendar event occurred. Regression analysis was one of the significant
techniques employed in this research to construct the models. We discovered that
holidays, months of the year and weekdays influence electricity demand. Climate
change, seasonal changes and humidity have diverse impacts on electricity demand
and changes of economic indicators also affect load demand. Weather effects and eco-
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nomic effects have a great influence on electricity demand. However, in this research
we found that very accurate forecasts still can be made without taking into account
weather and economic factors. We concluded with several regression models and the
main purpose of separating the models was to ensure the effect of each variable on
electricity demand. We used diverse criteria (i.e. MAPE, K-S, MAD, MSE, RMSE,
AIC, BIC, FBIAS) to judge and verify the appropriateness and accuracy of our mod-
els and we also used residual analysis to detect outliers and verify the adequacy of
the models. MAPE and K-S are the two most focused criteria used to verify how well
the model fits the data.
The most important finding was that, without considering weather factors one can
achieve exceptionally high accuracy in forecasting using only calendar data (MAPE =
O.9%). Two day ahead forecasting with the same model gives MAPE = 1.28%, which
is also a great accuracy as per current industry standards. Forecasting for three days
ahead or more may be done using the model with MAPE = 2.9%, this is very good
accuracy considering that this is not an autoregressive model and may be used for
short-term, medium term and even long term forecasting. In terms of K-S criterion,
the models do not show the same exceptional performance. However this is not due
to exclusion of weather factors, the high residuals happen at approximately the same
time in all years. We may recommend to address this issue in further studies.
4.1 Further study
In this study, we indicated how accurate the forecasting models can be, without taking
into account weather and economic factors. In future we would like to merge weather
factors and economic factors together with calendar related factors and identify the
adequacy and accuracy of the forecasting models. We are also very eager to observe
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how good the models can be for long term forecasting. In this study we compared
and judged our models using an in-sample data set. In future we would like also
to see the performance of the models using an out-of-sample data set. Our main
purpose is to extend the forecast horizon, not to forecast only two or seven days
ahead, but months and years ahead. Incorporating weather and economic factors in
our existing models is not going to change the forecast horizon only; it will change
the time interval (short-term to long-term forecasting) also.
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4.2 Appendix
This Appendix provides details of the figures and data used in the analysis
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Appendix A
Figures (from 9.2AR(1) model)
and Mathematica Algorithms
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Figure A.1: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 1996
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Figure A.2: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 1997
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Figure A.3: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 1998
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Figure A.4: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 1999
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Figure A.5: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2000
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Figure A.6: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2001
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Figure A.7: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2002
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Figure A.8: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2003
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Figure A.9: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2004
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Figure A.10: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2005
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Figure A.11: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2006
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Figure A.12: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2007
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Figure A.13: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2008
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Figure A.14: Residuals for daily electricity demand in 2009
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Importing excel spreadsheet into Mathematica
SetDirectory@"I:\\my mathematica programs"D
I:\my mathematica programs
d = Import@"Database.csv"D;
d@@1DD
8, , , , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , <
 Variables used for analysis
d@@2DD
8demand, year, month, day, jan, feb, mar, apr, may, jun, jul,
aug, sep, oct, nov, dec, sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat, pub hol,
day before, day after, sch hol, univ hol, univ exmz, relg hol,
easter, election, day after el, munelect, dm1 prev, dm2 prev, time<
dd = Drop@d, 3D;
ddd = Select@dd, NumberQ@ð@@1DDD &D;
Length@ddD
dN = Length@dddD
5843
4955
Fitting the models
data1 = Append@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD,
ddd@@All, 33DD, ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
81, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<D;
data1@@-1DD
81, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<
H* model for 12 months only *L
nlm1 = NonlinearModelFit@data1, m + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 +
a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 +
a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12,
8m, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, es, el, dae, me, pd1<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12<D
FittedModelB 29+18 z10 - 31 828.6 z11 + 0.913718 z12 F
nlm1@"BestFitParameters"D
8m ® 54186.5, a01 ® -5141.86, a02 ® -5431.63, a03 ® -5660.78,
a04 ® -4178.21, a05 ® -2804.53, a06 ® -1573.43, a07 ® -1334.36,
a08 ® -4401.39, a09 ® -4551.7, a10 ® -4232.26, a11 ® -5103.13, a12 ® -9773.23,
es ® -24451.7, el ® -49230.9, dae ® 50477.5, me ® -31828.6, pd1 ® 0.913718<
m1 = Normal@nlm1D
54186.5 - 5141.86 x01 - 5431.63 x02 - 5660.78 x03 - 4178.21 x04 - 2804.53 x05 -
1573.43 x06 - 1334.36 x07 - 4401.39 x08 - 4551.7 x09 - 4232.26 x10 - 5103.13 x11 -
9773.23 x12 - 24451.7 z08 - 49230.9 z09 + 50477.5 z10 - 31828.6 z11 + 0.913718 z12
nlm1@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm1@"ANOVATable"D;
nlm1@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.997493
nlm1@"RSquared"D
0.997502
nlm1@"AIC"D
115902.
nlm1@"BestFit"D
54186.5 - 5141.86 x01 - 5431.63 x02 - 5660.78 x03 - 4178.21 x04 - 2804.53 x05 -
1573.43 x06 - 1334.36 x07 - 4401.39 x08 - 4551.7 x09 - 4232.26 x10 - 5103.13 x11 -
9773.23 x12 - 24451.7 z08 - 49230.9 z09 + 50477.5 z10 - 31828.6 z11 + 0.913718 z12
data2 =
Append@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD, ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD,
ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD,
ddd@@All, 33DD, ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
81, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<D;
H*model for weekdays only*L
nlm2 = NonlinearModelFit@data2, a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 +
a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, es, el, dae, me, pd1<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12<D
FittedModelB 11 660.7 - 28 512.8 x01 + 51 704.7 x02 +15+ 0.98297 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm2DD
11660.7 - 28512.8 x01 + 51704.7 x02 + 10240. x03 + 987.26 x04 - 1957.76 x05 - 7304.81 x06 -
36817.3 x07 - 16424.3 z08 - 51538.5 z09 + 54498.4 z10 - 43205.5 z11 + 0.98297 z12
nlm2@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm2@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999555
nlm2@"AIC"D
107328.
nlm2@"RSquared"D
0.999556
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data3 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<,
80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
data3@@-2DD
81, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<
H*model for months,weekdays,puplic hol and time*L
nlm3 = NonlinearModelFit@data3,
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 +
a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 +
w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 +
pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 + ituespub * z01 * y02 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02, w03,
w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, es, el, dae, me, pd1, isunpub, ituespub, ithurspub, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02,
y03, y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 108 483. +51+ 0.821926 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm3DD
108483. + 7.92174 t01 - 12021.4 x01 - 11584.5 x02 - 11100.8 x03 - 9861.18 x04 - 6698.68 x05 -
3638.52 x06 - 4038.54 x07 - 6849.01 x08 - 8560. x09 - 9846.65 x10 - 10895.7 x11 -
13388.2 x12 - 46149. y01 + 32217.7 y02 - 3124.21 y03 - 10108.8 y04 - 12967.8 y05 -
18159.2 y06 - 50191.8 y07 - 33575.5 z01 - 20820.2 y02 z01 - 7198.95 y04 z01 +
29279.4 y07 z01 + 5468.24 z08 - 59339.1 z09 + 38735.5 z10 - 43044.4 z11 + 0.821926 z12
nlm3@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm3@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999743
nlm3@"AIC"D
104636.
nlm3@"RSquared"D
0.999745
 data4 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<,
80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,pub hol and day before*L
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nlm4 = NonlinearModelFit@data4, a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 +
a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 +
w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 +
db * z02 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 +
ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02, w03, w04, w05,
w06, w07, ph, db, es, el, dae, me, pd1, isunpub, ituespub, isundb, ithurspub, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02,
y03, y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 108 502. +54+ 0.822226 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm4DD
108502. + 7.90866 t01 - 12194.7 x01 - 11738.7 x02 - 11051. x03 - 9501.97 x04 -
6880.46 x05 - 3647.67 x06 - 4205.59 x07 - 6844.78 x08 - 8589.92 x09 - 10004.4 x10 -
11050.2 x11 - 12792.6 x12 - 45973. y01 + 32271.1 y02 - 3153.46 y03 - 10107.5 y04 -
12887.4 y05 - 18166. y06 - 50485.7 y07 - 30620.2 z01 - 23625.7 y02 z01 -
8485.19 y04 z01 + 23022.6 y07 z01 - 6464.64 z02 + 12266.8 y07 z02 +
6158.12 z08 - 59731.5 z09 + 38278.7 z10 - 43511.7 z11 + 0.822226 z12
nlm4@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm4@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999748
nlm3@"AIC"D
104636.
nlm4@"RSquared"D
0.999749
 data5 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD,
ddd@@All, 33DD, ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<,
80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after*L
nlm5 = NonlinearModelFit@data5,
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 +
a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 +
w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 + es * z08 +
el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 + ituespub * z01 * y02 +
isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 + imonda * z03 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01,
w02, w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonda, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02,
y03, y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 56 858.5 +57+ 0.906669 z12 F
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Simplify@Normal@nlm5DD
56858.5 + 4.15724 t01 - 6223.5 x01 - 6007.57 x02 - 5898.21 x03 - 4905.48 x04 - 3045.33 x05 -
1651.77 x06 - 2182.93 x07 - 4023.99 x08 - 4561.03 x09 - 5158.05 x10 - 5784.59 x11 -
7416.06 x12 - 37106.6 y01 + 44527.4 y02 + 2974.96 y03 - 4023. y04 - 7039.38 y05 -
11991.1 y06 - 44200.8 y07 - 33903.7 z01 - 31734.2 y02 z01 - 7357.98 y04 z01 +
20663.9 y07 z01 - 4792.56 z02 + 9396.64 y07 z02 + 24067.4 z03 + 7917.98 y01 z03 +
4006.84 y07 z03 - 4392.51 z08 - 55904.4 z09 + 46471.8 z10 - 42368.1 z11 + 0.906669 z12
nlm5@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm5@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999805
nlm5@"AIC"D
103282.
nlm5@"RSquared"D
0.999806
 data6 = Join@Transpose@
8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD, ddd@@All, 9DD,
ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD, ddd@@All, 14DD,
ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD, ddd@@All, 19DD,
ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD, ddd@@All, 24DD,
ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD,
ddd@@All, 33DD, ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<,
80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after,school hol*L
nlm6 = NonlinearModelFit@data6,
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 +
a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 +
w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 +
sh * z04 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 +
ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 +
ithurspub * z01 * y04 + imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01,
w02, w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03,
y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 56 701.5 +60+ 0.906682 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm6DD
56701.5 + 4.15593 t01 - 6372.69 x01 - 5875.93 x02 - 5792.63 x03 - 4889.22 x04 -
2914.66 x05 - 1642.97 x06 - 2345.09 x07 - 3879.28 x08 - 4564.76 x09 - 5132.4 x10 -
5667.94 x11 - 7623.97 x12 - 38401.6 y01 + 44767.8 y02 + 3211.11 y03 - 3795.77 y04 -
6793.74 y05 - 11730. y06 - 43959.3 y07 - 34055.5 z01 - 31389.1 y02 z01 -
6953.29 y04 z01 + 20916.8 y07 z01 - 4997.05 z02 + 9883.96 y07 z02 +
24287.8 z03 + 5743.02 y01 z03 + 3955.98 y07 z03 - 433.655 z04 + 5850.2 y01 z04 -
4752.65 z08 - 55992.4 z09 + 46366. z10 - 42179.2 z11 + 0.906682 z12
nlm6@"ParameterTable"D;
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nlm6@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999807
nlm6@"AIC"D
103221.
nlm6@"RSquared"D
0.999809
 data7 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD,
ddd@@All, 28DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after,school hol,uvh*L
nlm7 = NonlinearModelFit@data7,
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 +
a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 +
w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 +
sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 +
isunpub * z01 * y07 + ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 +
ithurspub * z01 * y04 + imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02,
w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, uvh, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03,
y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 56 780.9 +61+ 0.906436 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm7DD
56780.9 + 4.16886 t01 - 6499.07 x01 - 5935.33 x02 - 5764.9 x03 - 4867.34 x04 -
2872.25 x05 - 1623.46 x06 - 2353.17 x07 - 3834.04 x08 - 4543.84 x09 - 5100.83 x10 -
5666.04 x11 - 7720.69 x12 - 38420.9 y01 + 44746. y02 + 3200.79 y03 - 3804.29 y04 -
6798.14 y05 - 11735.3 y06 - 43969.1 y07 - 34061.4 z01 - 31372.4 y02 z01 -
6939.12 y04 z01 + 20924.1 y07 z01 - 4981.75 z02 + 9882.32 y07 z02 + 24281.6 z03 +
5750.05 y01 z03 + 3948.6 y07 z03 - 581.933 z04 + 5848.09 y01 z04 + 252.446 z05 -
4862.29 z08 - 55979.7 z09 + 46362.6 z10 - 42158.3 z11 + 0.906436 z12
nlm7@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm7@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999807
nlm7@"AIC"D
103223.
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nlm7@"RSquared"D
0.999809
 data8 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 28DD,
ddd@@All, 29DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after,school hol,uvh,uve*L
nlm8 = NonlinearModelFit@data8,
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 +
a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 +
w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 +
sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + uve * z06 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 +
isunpub * z01 * y07 + ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 +
ithurspub * z01 * y04 + imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02,
w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, uvh, uve, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03,
y04, y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z06, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 56 837.2 +62+ 0.90577 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm8DD
56837.2 + 4.20888 t01 - 6549.44 x01 - 5828.87 x02 - 5553.16 x03 - 4716.51 x04 -
2712.45 x05 - 2273.64 x06 - 2233.31 x07 - 3584.22 x08 - 4384.04 x09 - 4887.69 x10 -
6361.78 x11 - 7752.1 x12 - 38422.3 y01 + 44700.4 y02 + 3189.61 y03 - 3817.23 y04 -
6798.46 y05 - 11734.5 y06 - 43954.8 y07 - 34084.8 z01 - 31369.1 y02 z01 -
6919.82 y04 z01 + 20979.3 y07 z01 - 4999.3 z02 + 9843.6 y07 z02 + 24235.2 z03 +
5782.77 y01 z03 + 3902.5 y07 z03 - 652.875 z04 + 5825.25 y01 z04 + 569.383 z05 +
1247.21 z06 - 5011.69 z08 - 55638.8 z09 + 46658.2 z10 - 42135.8 z11 + 0.90577 z12
nlm8@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm8@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999808
nlm8@"AIC"D
103220.
nlm8@"RSquared"D
0.999809
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data9 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 28DD,
ddd@@All, 29DD, ddd@@All, 30DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Final model output*L
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after,school hol,uvh,uve*L
nlm9 = NonlinearModelFit@data9, a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 +
a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 +
a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 +
w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 + sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + uve * z06 + rlh * z07 +
es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 +
ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 +
imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + imonpub * z01 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02,
w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, uvh, uve, rlh, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, imonpub, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03, y04,
y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z06, z07, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 58 751. +64+ 0.902745 z12 F
Simplify@Normal@nlm9DD
58751. + 4.33044 t01 - 6963.63 x01 - 6068.7 x02 - 5711.17 x03 - 4942.12 x04 - 2827.11 x05 -
2322.15 x06 - 2437.51 x07 - 3616.52 x08 - 4657.98 x09 - 5080.09 x10 - 6501.23 x11 -
7622.78 x12 - 39164. y01 + 44188.5 y02 + 3068.83 y03 - 4170.78 y04 - 6736.32 y05 -
11417.8 y06 - 44519.4 y07 - 42373.9 z01 + 51205.3 y01 z01 - 24698.9 y02 z01 +
2882.44 y04 z01 + 31853. y07 z01 - 7761.4 z02 + 15441.5 y07 z02 + 25711.8 z03 -
9525.07 y01 z03 + 4834.1 y07 z03 - 50.1393 z04 + 3059.81 y01 z04 + 594.451 z05 + 1129.69 z06 -
18632.6 z07 + 3198.81 z08 - 55631.9 z09 + 46101.6 z10 - 42674.6 z11 + 0.902745 z12
nlm9@"ParameterTable"D;
nlm9@"AdjustedRSquared"D
0.999841
nlm9@"AIC"D
102290.
nlm9@"RSquared"D
0.999842
nlm9@"BIC"D
102563.
 
Residual plots
ListLinePlot@Take@nlm1@"StandardizedResiduals"D, -500DD;
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fl = nlm1@"StandardizedResiduals"D;
Dimensions@flD
84956<
ListLinePlot@Take@nlm2@"StandardizedResiduals"D, -500DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm3@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm4@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm5@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm6@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm7@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@nlm8@"StandardizedResiduals"DD;
ListLinePlot@Take@nlm9@"StandardizedResiduals"D, 700DD;
 
Mean Absolute Percentage Errors for each model
H*Mean Absolute Percentage Errors*L
nlm5@"FitResiduals"D;
Length@nlm5@"FitResiduals"DD
4957
nlm5@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm5@"Response"D - nlm5@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape5 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm5@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm5@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.0097269
nlm4@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm4@"Response"D - nlm4@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape4 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm4@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm4@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.0111378
nlm3@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm3@"Response"D - nlm3@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape3 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm3@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm3@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.011225
nlm2@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm2@"Response"D - nlm2@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape2 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm2@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm2@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.013136
nlm1@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm1@"Response"D - nlm1@"PredictedResponse"D
True
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mape1 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm1@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm1@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.0397646
nlm6@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm6@"Response"D - nlm6@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape6 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm6@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm6@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.00970744
nlm7@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm7@"Response"D - nlm7@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape7 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm7@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm7@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.00970713
nlm8@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm8@"Response"D - nlm8@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape8 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm8@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm8@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.00970365
nlm9@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm9@"Response"D - nlm9@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mape9 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm9@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@nlm9@"Response"D, -2DDD
0.0090823
Mean Absolute Deviations
H*Mean Absolute Deviations*L
nlm1@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm1@"Response"D - nlm1@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad1 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm1@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
21989.1
nlm2@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm2@"Response"D - nlm2@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad2 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm2@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
7159.
nlm3@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm3@"Response"D - nlm3@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad3 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm3@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
6220.
nlm4@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm4@"Response"D - nlm4@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad4 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm4@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
6171.57
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nlm5@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm5@"Response"D - nlm5@"PredictedResponse"D
mad5 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm5@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
5365.8
nlm6@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm6@"Response"D - nlm6@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad6 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm6@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
5357.43
nlm7@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm7@"Response"D - nlm7@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad7 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm7@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
5357.23
nlm8@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm8@"Response"D - nlm8@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad8 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm8@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
5355.35
nlm9@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm9@"Response"D - nlm9@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mad9 = Mean@Abs@Drop@nlm9@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD
5054.16
Mean Squared Errors
H*Mean Squared Error*L
nlm1@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm1@"Response"D - nlm1@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse1 = Mean@Drop@nlm1@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
8.33312 ´ 108
nlm2@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm2@"Response"D - nlm2@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse2 = Mean@Drop@nlm2@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
1.48034 ´ 108
nlm3@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm3@"Response"D - nlm3@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse3 = Mean@Drop@nlm3@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
8.50422 ´ 107
nlm4@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm4@"Response"D - nlm4@"PredictedResponse"D
True
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mse4 = Mean@Drop@nlm4@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
8.362 ´ 107
nlm5@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm5@"Response"D - nlm5@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse5 = Mean@Drop@nlm5@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
6.45876 ´ 107
nlm6@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm6@"Response"D - nlm6@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse6 = Mean@Drop@nlm6@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
6.37534 ´ 107
nlm7@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm7@"Response"D - nlm7@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse7 = Mean@Drop@nlm7@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
6.37491 ´ 107
nlm8@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm8@"Response"D - nlm8@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse8 = Mean@Drop@nlm8@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
6.36893 ´ 107
nlm9@"FitResiduals"D  +nlm9@"Response"D - nlm9@"PredictedResponse"D
True
mse9 = Mean@Drop@nlm9@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DD
5.27448 ´ 107
Goodness of fit test
goodness@fit_D := Module@8<, Print@"Mape" "="
Mean@Abs@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@fit@"Response"D, -2DDDD;
Print@"mpe" "="
Mean@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D, -2D  Drop@fit@"Response"D, -2DDD;
Print@"mad" "="
Mean@Abs@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDDD;
Print@"mse" "="
Mean@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DDD;
Print@"rmse" "="
Sqrt@Mean@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D^2, -2DDDD;
Print@"fbias" "="
Mean@Drop@fit@"FitResiduals"D, -2DDD;
Print@"K-S" "=" Max@Abs@fit@"FitResiduals"DDDD;
Print@"BIC" "=" fit@"BIC"DD;
Print@"AIC" "=" fit@"AIC"DD;
Print@fit@"ParameterTable"DDD;
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Importing Database into Mathematica
SetDirectory@"I:\\my mathematica programs"D
I:\my mathematica programs
d = Import@"Database.csv"D;
dd = Drop@d, 3D;
ddd = Select@dd, NumberQ@ð@@1DDD &D;
dN = Length@dddD
4955
 Variables considered
8demand, year, month, day, jan, feb, mar, apr, may, jun, jul,
aug, sep, oct, nov, dec, sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat, pub hol,
day before, day after, sch hol, univ hol, univ exmz, relg hol,
easter, election, day after el, munelect, dm1 prev, dm2 prev, time<
data9 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 28DD,
ddd@@All, 29DD, ddd@@All, 30DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
H*Model for months,weekdays,public hol,day before,day after,school hol,uvh,uve*L
Fitting the model
nlm9 = NonlinearModelFit@data9, a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 +
a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 +
a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 +
w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 + sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + uve * z06 + rlh * z07 +
es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 +
ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 +
imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + imonpub * z01 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02,
w03, w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, uvh, uve, rlh, es, el, dae, me, pd1,
isunpub, ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, imonpub, tm<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03, y04,
y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z06, z07, z08, z09, z10, z11, z12, t01<D
FittedModelB 58 751. +61+ 46 101.6 z10 - 42 674.6 z11 + 0.902745 z12 F
nlm9@"BestFitParameters"D
8a ® 58751., a01 ® -6963.63, a02 ® -6068.7, a03 ® -5711.17, a04 ® -4942.12,
a05 ® -2827.11, a06 ® -2322.15, a07 ® -2437.51, a08 ® -3616.52,
a09 ® -4657.98, a10 ® -5080.09, a11 ® -6501.23, a12 ® -7622.78, w01 ® -39164.,
w02 ® 44188.5, w03 ® 3068.83, w04 ® -4170.78, w05 ® -6736.32, w06 ® -11417.8,
w07 ® -44519.4, ph ® -42373.9, db ® -7761.4, da ® 25711.8, sh ® -50.1393,
uvh ® 594.451, uve ® 1129.69, rlh ® -18632.6, es ® 3198.81, el ® -55631.9,
dae ® 46101.6, me ® -42674.6, pd1 ® 0.902745, isunpub ® 31853.,
ituespub ® -24698.9, isundb ® 15441.5, isunda ® 4834.1, ithurspub ® 2882.44,
imonsh ® 3059.81, imonda ® -9525.07, imonpub ® 51205.3, tm ® 4.33044<
mm9@x01_, x02_, x03_, x04_, x05_, x06_, x07_, x08_, x09_, x10_,
x11_, x12_, y01_, y02_, y03_, y04_, y05_, y06_, y07_, z01_, z02_,
z03_, z04_, z05_, z06_, z07_, z08_, z09_, z10_, z11_, z12_, t01_D :=
a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 + a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 +
a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 + a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 +
w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 + w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 +
da * z03 + sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + uve * z06 + rlh * z07 + es * z08 + el * z09 +
dae * z10 + me * z11 + pd1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 + ituespub * z01 * y02 +
isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 +
imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + tm * t01 . nlm9@"BestFitParameters"D
mm9@0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0D
52682.3
forecasts9 = Drop@nlm9@"PredictedResponse"D, -2D;
H*Table@mm9@ddd@@i,5DD,ddd@@i,6DD,ddd@@i,7DD,ddd@@i,8DD,ddd@@i,9DD,
ddd@@i,10DD,ddd@@i,11DD,ddd@@i,12DD,ddd@@i,13DD,ddd@@i,14DD,
ddd@@i,15DD,ddd@@i,16DD,ddd@@i,17DD,ddd@@i,18DD,ddd@@i,19DD,ddd@@i,20DD,
ddd@@i,21DD,ddd@@i,22DD,ddd@@i,23DD,ddd@@i,24DD,ddd@@i,25DD,ddd@@i,26DD,
ddd@@i,27DD,ddd@@i,28DD,ddd@@i,29DD,ddd@@i,30DD,ddd@@i,31DD,ddd@@i,32DD,
ddd@@i,33DD,ddd@@i,34DD,ddd@@i,35DD,ddd@@i,37DDD,8i,1,dN<D;*L
Dimensions@forecasts9D
84955<
Dimensions@ddd@@All, 5DDD
84955<
Actuals and Forecasts
actANDforecasts =
Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 28DD,
ddd@@All, 29DD, ddd@@All, 30DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD, ddd@@All, 33DD,
ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, ddd@@All, 37DD, ddd@@All, 1DD, forecasts9<D;
actANDforecasts@@1DD
81, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 357330, 2, 414417, 403699.<
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fp9 = ListLinePlot@forecasts9, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® OrangeD;
ap9 = ListLinePlot@actANDforecasts@@All, 33DD, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® ThickD;
Show@fp9, ap9, PlotRange ® 8400000, 800000<, ImageSize ® LargeD;
Calculating Residuals
residual9 = actANDforecasts@@All, 33DD - actANDforecasts@@All, 34DD;
Length@residual9D
4955
DATE = 8ddd@@All, 2DD, ddd@@All, 3DD, ddd@@All, 4DD<;
Dimensions@DATED
83, 4955<
dateddd = Transpose@DATED;
8dateddd, residual9<;
Dimensions@datedddD
84955, 3<
Dimensions@residual9D
84955<
dateANDres = Transpose@8dateddd, residual9<D;
dateANDres@@1, 1, 1DD
1996
Datelist plot of Residuals
DateListPlot@
Select@dateANDres, Hð1@@1, 1DD  2008LH*&&Hð1@@1,2DD6L&&Hð1@@1,3DD>20L*L &D,
ImageSize ® 8500<, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® 8-40000, 40000<,
PlotStyle ® Thick, FrameLabel ® 8"TimeHmonthsL", "Residuals"<D;
DateListPlot@Take@dateANDres, 81, 4955<D,
ImageSize ® 81000<, PlotRange ® 8-70000, 70000<, Joined ® True,
PlotStyle ® Thick, FrameLabel ® 8"TimeHYearsL", "Residuals"<D;
dateANDforecasts = Transpose@8dateddd, actANDforecasts@@All, 34DD<D;
dateANDact = Transpose@8dateddd, actANDforecasts@@All, 33DD<D;
dateANDforecastsp = DateListPlot@Take@dateANDforecasts, 84383, 4749<D,
ImageSize ® 81000<, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
dateANDactp = DateListPlot@Take@dateANDact, 84383, 4749<D,
ImageSize ® 81000<, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® BlueD;
Actuals Vs Forecasts Datelist Plot
Show@dateANDforecastsp, dateANDactp, PlotRange ® 8500000, 750000<,
ImageSize ® 8500<, FrameLabel ® 8"TimeHmonthsL", " Demands"<D;
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Take@dateANDresSorted = Sort@dateANDres, Abs@ð1@@2DDD > Abs@ð2@@2DDD &D, 100D;
Double Application of the model
SetDirectory@"e:\\my mathematica programs"D
e:\my mathematica programs
d = Import@"DatabaseA.csv"D;
dd = Drop@d, 2D;
ddd = Select@dd, NumberQ@ð@@1DDD &D;
dN = Length@dddD
4956
d@@2DD
8demand, year, month, day, jan, feb, mar, apr, may, jun, jul, aug, sep, oct, nov,
dec, sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat, pub hol, day before, day after, sch hol,
univ hol, univ exmz, relg hol, easter, election, day after el, munelect, time<
Length@d@@2DDD
35
pd1 = Drop@ddd@@All, 1DD, -1D;
ddd = Drop@ddd, 1D;
data9 = Join@Transpose@8ddd@@All, 5DD, ddd@@All, 6DD, ddd@@All, 7DD, ddd@@All, 8DD,
ddd@@All, 9DD, ddd@@All, 10DD, ddd@@All, 11DD, ddd@@All, 12DD, ddd@@All, 13DD,
ddd@@All, 14DD, ddd@@All, 15DD, ddd@@All, 16DD, ddd@@All, 17DD, ddd@@All, 18DD,
ddd@@All, 19DD, ddd@@All, 20DD, ddd@@All, 21DD, ddd@@All, 22DD, ddd@@All, 23DD,
ddd@@All, 24DD, ddd@@All, 25DD, ddd@@All, 26DD, ddd@@All, 27DD, ddd@@All, 28DD,
ddd@@All, 29DD, ddd@@All, 30DD, ddd@@All, 31DD, ddd@@All, 32DD,
ddd@@All, 33DD, ddd@@All, 34DD, ddd@@All, 35DD, pd1, ddd@@All, 1DD<D,
881, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<D;
Dimensions@data9D
84957, 33<
Dimensions@dddD
84955, 35<
data9@@1DD
81, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 357330, 414417<
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nlm9 = NonlinearModelFit@data9, a + a01 * x01 + a02 * x02 + a03 * x03 + a04 * x04 +
a05 * x05 + a06 * x06 + a07 * x07 + a08 * x08 + a09 * x09 + a10 * x10 + a11 * x11 +
a12 * x12 + w01 * y01 + w02 * y02 + w03 * y03 + w04 * y04 + w05 * y05 + w06 * y06 +
w07 * y07 + ph * z01 + db * z02 + da * z03 + sh * z04 + uvh * z05 + uve * z06 +
rlh * z07 + es * z08 + el * z09 + dae * z10 + me * z11 + p1 * z12 + isunpub * z01 * y07 +
ituespub * z01 * y02 + isundb * z02 * y07 + isunda * z03 * y07 + ithurspub * z01 * y04 +
imonsh * z04 * y01 + imonda * z03 * y01 + imonpub * z01 * y01 + tm * t01,
8a, a01, a02, a03, a04, a05, a06, a07, a08, a09, a10, a11, a12, w01, w02, w03,
w04, w05, w06, w07, ph, db, da, sh, uvh, uve, rlh, es, el, dae, me, isunpub,
ituespub, isundb, isunda, ithurspub, imonsh, imonda, imonpub, tm, p1<,
8x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03, y04,
y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z06, z07, z08, z09, z10, z11, t01, z12<D
FittedModelB 58 751. +61+ 46 101.6 z10 - 42 674.6 z11 + 0.902745 z12 F
nlm9@"BestFitParameters"D
8a ® 58751., a01 ® -6963.63, a02 ® -6068.7, a03 ® -5711.17, a04 ® -4942.12,
a05 ® -2827.11, a06 ® -2322.15, a07 ® -2437.51, a08 ® -3616.52,
a09 ® -4657.98, a10 ® -5080.09, a11 ® -6501.23, a12 ® -7622.78, w01 ® -39164.,
w02 ® 44188.5, w03 ® 3068.83, w04 ® -4170.78, w05 ® -6736.32, w06 ® -11417.8,
w07 ® -44519.4, ph ® -42373.9, db ® -7761.4, da ® 25711.8, sh ® -50.1393,
uvh ® 594.451, uve ® 1129.69, rlh ® -18632.6, es ® 3198.81, el ® -55631.9,
dae ® 46101.6, me ® -42674.6, isunpub ® 31853., ituespub ® -24698.9,
isundb ® 15441.5, isunda ® 4834.1, ithurspub ® 2882.44, imonsh ® 3059.81,
imonda ® -9525.07, imonpub ® 51205.3, tm ® 4.33044, p1 ® 0.902745<
forecasts = nlm9@"PredictedResponse"D;
data10 = Transpose@Join@Transpose@data9D, 8forecasts<DD;
Dimensions@data10D
84957, 34<
data10@@1DD
81, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 357330, 414417, 403699.<
pd = Drop@data10@@All, 34DD, -1D;
data10 = Drop@data10, 1D;
ddd1 = Transpose@Join@Transpose@data10D, 8pd<DD;
nlm9@"Properties"D;
m9@x01_, x02_, x03_, x04_, x05_, x06_, x07_, x08_, x09_, x10_, x11_, x12_, y01_,
y02_, y03_, y04_, y05_, y06_, y07_, z01_, z02_, z03_, z04_, z05_, z06_,
z07_, z08_, z09_, z10_, z11_, t01_, z12_D := Evaluate@nlm9@"BestFit"DD
m9@x01, x02, x03, x04, x05, x06, x07, x08, x09, x10, x11, x12, y01, y02, y03, y04,
y05, y06, y07, z01, z02, z03, z04, z05, z06, z07, z08, z09, z10, z11, t01, z12D
58751. + 4.33044 t01 - 6963.63 x01 - 6068.7 x02 - 5711.17 x03 - 4942.12 x04 - 2827.11 x05 -
2322.15 x06 - 2437.51 x07 - 3616.52 x08 - 4657.98 x09 - 5080.09 x10 - 6501.23 x11 -
7622.78 x12 - 39164. y01 + 44188.5 y02 + 3068.83 y03 - 4170.78 y04 - 6736.32 y05 -
11417.8 y06 - 44519.4 y07 - 42373.9 z01 + 51205.3 y01 z01 - 24698.9 y02 z01 +
2882.44 y04 z01 + 31853. y07 z01 - 7761.4 z02 + 15441.5 y07 z02 + 25711.8 z03 -
9525.07 y01 z03 + 4834.1 y07 z03 - 50.1393 z04 + 3059.81 y01 z04 + 594.451 z05 + 1129.69 z06 -
18632.6 z07 + 3198.81 z08 - 55631.9 z09 + 46101.6 z10 - 42674.6 z11 + 0.902745 z12
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data10@@1DD
Length@data10@@1DDD
81, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 414417, 435735, 422287.<
34
ddd1@@1DD
Length@ddd1@@1DDD
81, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 414417, 435735, 422287., 403699.<
35
twoDaysForecast = Table@m9@ddd1@@i, 1DD, ddd1@@i, 2DD, ddd1@@i, 3DD, ddd1@@i, 4DD,
ddd1@@i, 5DD, ddd1@@i, 6DD, ddd1@@i, 7DD, ddd1@@i, 8DD, ddd1@@i, 9DD,
ddd1@@i, 10DD, ddd1@@i, 11DD, ddd1@@i, 12DD, ddd1@@i, 13DD, ddd1@@i, 14DD,
ddd1@@i, 15DD, ddd1@@i, 16DD, ddd1@@i, 17DD, ddd1@@i, 18DD, ddd1@@i, 19DD,
ddd1@@i, 20DD, ddd1@@i, 21DD, ddd1@@i, 22DD, ddd1@@i, 23DD, ddd1@@i, 24DD,
ddd1@@i, 25DD, ddd1@@i, 26DD, ddd1@@i, 27DD, ddd1@@i, 28DD, ddd1@@i, 29DD,
ddd1@@i, 30DD, ddd1@@i, 31DD, ddd1@@i, 35DDD, 8i, 1, Length@ddd1D<D;
residuals = ddd1@@All, 33DD - twoDaysForecast;
Actuals = Drop@ddd1@@All, 33DD, -2D;
residuals2 = Drop@residuals, -2D;
MAPE = Mean@Abs@residuals2  ActualsDD
0.0128116
MAD = Mean@Abs@residuals2DD
7196.67
MSE = Mean@Hresiduals2L^2D
1.0158 ´ 108
RMSE = Sqrt@MSED
10078.7
FBIAS = Mean@residuals2D
-3.22859
KS = Max@Abs@residuals2DD
83179.7
ListPlot@residualsD;
DATE = 8ddd@@All, 2DD, ddd@@All, 3DD, ddd@@All, 4DD<;
Dimensions@DATED
83, 4955<
dateddd = Transpose@DATED;
8dateddd, residuals<;
Dimensions@datedddD
84955, 3<
Length@residualsD
4956
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res1 = Drop@residuals, -1D;
dateANDres = Transpose@8dateddd, res1<D;
dateANDres@@1, 1, 1DD
1996
DateListPlot@
Select@dateANDres, Hð1@@1, 1DD  2009LH*&&Hð1@@1,2DD6L&&Hð1@@1,3DD>20L*L &D,
ImageSize ® 8500<, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® 8-70000, 70000<,
PlotStyle ® Thick, FrameLabel ® 8"TimeHmonthsL", "Residuals"<D;
DateListPlot@Take@dateANDres, 81, 4955<D,
ImageSize ® 8500<, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® 8-70000, 70000<,
PlotStyle ® Thick, FrameLabel ® 8"TimeHYearsL", "Residuals"<D;
Take@dateANDresSorted = Sort@dateANDres, Abs@ð1@@2DDD > Abs@ð2@@2DDD &D, 100D;
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